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ABSTRACTs 

An iterative method is developed by which one can 

calculate approximately the boundary of a magnetic field 

confined by a plasma. This method consists essentially of 

varying an assumed surface until the magnetic multipole 

moments of the currents, which would flow on that surface 

to balance the plasma pressur~, cancel the corresponding 

moments of the magnetic sources within the surface. The 

method is applied to two problems. 

For a dipole source of moment M emu in a plasma of 

uniform pressure p dynes/cm2 that does not penetrate the 

magnetic field, the approximate equation of the surface 

is r-0.82615 Ml/J p-l/6 (l•O.l200)9~2-.o04t80~4-.ool085~6 

+.ooo2oo~ 8-.o00597~10+.000)26~12-.ooo094~14 ) em, where ~ 
is the latitude in radians from the plane normal to M· 

The surface formed by a cold plasma of density N
0 

and 

pair mass 

velocity 

Mt moving past a dipole of moment 

-u e extends to infinity downwind. 
o~z 

with a 

a coor-

dinate system (x, y, z) centered at the dipole, neutral 

points, where the surface is parallel to the wind directipn, 

occur at the points (O,±Rn,.27Rn), and other points on the 

surface are (O,O,l.02Rn),(0,~2Rn,·~) and (~1.97Rn,O,-oo). 

Rn • l.OOJ5 (M/(MtN
0
u!)f)l/J is about 9 earth radii for the 

solar wind case. 
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1. Introduction. 

It has long been believed that there exists a Clow oC 

plasma Crom the sun which, because oC its high conductivity, 

compresses the earth's magnetic field, confining it to a 

tear-drop shaped cavity, such as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Solar plasma bursts were first suggested by Chapman 

and Ferraro (1) as an explanation for magnetic storms--the 

sudden arrival of the plasma stream giving rise to the 

sudden commencement of the storm. Later Biermann's (2) 

observations of coaet tails supported the existence of a 

solar plasma flux and indicated that it was probably a 

continual phenomenon. Following Unsold and Chapman ()) he 

estimated its velocity at 1000 Km/sec and its particle 

density at anywhere from 100 particles/co in quiet times 

to 105 particles/co in active times. He assumed the stream 

to have a temperature of 104 °K. 

Parker (4) developed a hydrodynamic theory of the solar 

corona which included heating out to about eight sun radii 

by hydromagnetic waves. His theory indicated that the 

corona should be in a state of constant expansion giving 

rise to a "solar wind" with a velocity of )00 Km/sec and 

density of )0 protons/co at the radius of the earth's orbit. 

Chamberlain (5) objected that a hydrodynamic approach was 

not appropriate and that the loss of matter from the corona 

was limited by evaporation of particles from the tail oC 

the Maxwellian distribution. His theory also indicates a 



Figure 1 Exterior view of the bounding surface 
of the earth 1 s dipole field (oriented in the y 
direction) for a plasma wind in the -z direction. 



density o~ about JO protons/co but predicts the Yelocity at 

the radius o~ the earth to be only about 20 Km/sec. The 

recent results ~rom the Mariner II plasma detector (6) 

indicate that the stream probably has a mean velocity o~ 

about 500 Km/sec. a density between 2.5 and S ions/co and a 

temperature in excess of lOS °K. This of course favors 

Parker's theory over Chamberlain's. 

The qualitative aspects of the transient phenomena 

involved when a plasma burst impinges on the earth's mag-

netic field have been studied by consideration of several 

idealized problems. Chapman and Ferraro (7) first con-

sidered the two dimensional axially symmetric problem of 

plasma injected radially into a magnetic field which fell 

off radially as r-3 • They deduced that a thin sheath, 

which would screen the plasma from the field, would form 

and move inward until the pressure of the field j~st inside 

it was sufficient to balance the plasma pressure. Later 

Ferraro (8) solved the idealized one dimensional problem, 

where the field falls off as -J 
X ' in considerable detail 

and came to the same general conclusion concerning the 

formation of a current sheath and its deceleration to rest. 

The question of the transient disturbances involved 

when the solar wind changes its intensity is not, however, 

within the scope of this paper. Certainly before any 

quantitative work could be done on that for the real three 

dimensional problem,one must be able to solve quantitatively 

the simpler problem of the steady state interaction of the 
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earth's Cield with a constant intensity plasma stream. 

Dungey (9) seems to have been the Cirst one to realize 

that the cavity must certainly close on the night side due 

to the Cinite plasma pressure, and that thereCore the 

earth's Cield must be entirely conCined by the solar wind. 

The topological description oC the Cield within the 

cavity is due to Johnson (10) who introduced the idea that 

within the cavity those Cield lines that lie near the poles 

do not rotate rigidly with the earth as do the Cield lines 

at lower latitudes but instead remain in the tail of the 

cavity and counter-rotate as described in seot.ion 8. 

Zhigulev and Romishevskii (11) seem to have been the 

first to have suggested that the wind is supersonic and that 

therefore ... a detached bow shock should be formed upstream 

Crom the cavity. The plasma itselC is essentially colli• 

sionless,so,in order to have such a shock~it is necessary 

to have magnetic Cields in the plasma which can serve to 

randomize the particle motions, and the necessary condition 

for a shock is that the Clow velocity exceed the AlCven 

velocity. Lees (12) has shown that iC there is a radial 

(Crom the sun) magnetic field giving rise to such a bow 
I' 

shock that the plasma which has become subalvenic on passing 
/ 

through the shock will accelerate again to superalvenic 

velocities on flowing around the cavity, and that this con

verging plasma will therefore form a conical 11wake shocktt 

at the tail of the cavity. 
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Once the general principles governing the confinement 

of the,earth's field were well understood, numerous investi

gators set to work to try to obtain a more quantitative 

picture or the resulting cavity. I.t turns out that the 

related two dimensional problem of plasma flow past a line 

dipole can be done analytically by the technique of a con

formal transformation. This was done tor the stream normal 

to the dipole axis by Dungey, whose earlier solution was 

not published until 1961 (lJ), and Cor arbitrary orientation 

by Zhigulev and Romishevskii (11). Later Hurley (14) solTed 

the same problem but by a slightly different method. 

Beard (15) was the first one to attempt a solution of 

the three dimensional problem. He simplified the problem 

by assuming that at any point just inside the surface the 

field is just twice the tangential component of the undis

turbed dipole field. He justiCies this by pointing out that 

it would be exact if the surface were an infinite plane, 

which of course it is far from being. However, this simpli

fication enabled him to write down a partial differential 

equation for the surface, and the solution of this equation 

seemed to give a reasonable shape for the surface. Beard 

only applied his method to the non-polar regions on the sun

lit side of the earth for normal incidence of the stream; 

however, soon papers began to appear applying this approx

imate boundary condition to the solution of more and more 

complex problems. For instance Spreiter and Briggs (16) 
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extended the solution to the night side and considered 

various orientations of the dipole relative to the stream, 

but solved only ~or the trace of the sur~aoe in the meridian 

plane containing the earth-sun line. Beard (17) attempted 

to improve his approximation by inc1uding as part o£ his 

"source field" the field of a current system on the sunlit 

portion of his sur~ace. When he carried this out, it 

changed his results Tery little. Spreiter and Alksne (18) 

recalculated the meridian and equatorial cross sections for 

the case when there is a westward flowing ring current of 

about five million amperes at a distance of about ten earth 

radii. 

In the meantime others who were unsatisfied with 

Beard's approximation have attempted to obtain solutions by 

more rigorous methods, two of which have been proposed. Both 

of these methods essentially involve setting up a trial sur

face, testing to see if the surface satisfies the complete 

boundary conditions, modifying the surface in such a way as 

to improve the agreement, and iterating the process of test

ing and modification until the result converges to the 

correct answer. Slutz (19) proposed to solve for the scalar 

potential of the field inside the surface, treating it as a 

cavity in a diamagnetic medium, and then test the surface by 

seeing whether the field had the correct value at each point 

just inside the surface. Leverett Davis, Jr. an~ the 

author (20) proposed to solve for the currents ~roportional 
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to the field just inside) which must flow on the surface in 

order to balance the pressure and then test the accuracy of 

the surface by computing the moments of the field outside. 

The two papers just cited apply these methods to the simple 

three dimensional problem of a dipole field in a uniform 

pressure plasma, which served primarlly to test the conver

gence of the methods. In what follows,the moment technique 

will be extended to the wind problem. 
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2. Model £or the Calculations. 

Despite the long history o£ the problem and the large 

amount of effort that has been given it, there is still a 

great deal about the solar wind interaction with the mag-

netosphere that is either unknown or contested. One of the 

few things that is generally agreed upon is that the surface 

bounding the magnetosphere is relatively thin. 

Ferraro (8) was the first to quantitatively calculate 

the thickness of this sur£ace by considering an idealized, 

one-dimensional problem. Dungey (21) streamlined his cal-

culation and eliminated some ambiguities which it contained. 

The same results .can be obtained by a different metho4 used 

by Davis, Lust and Schluter (22) in calculating the struc-

ture of hydromagnetic shock waves. This latter method, 

which stresses more the individual particle approach and 

enables one to obtain the trajectories of the particles as 

a function o£ time, is given in Appendix I. There it is 

shown that the trajectories of the particles of a cold 

plasma, whose pair (ion + electron) mass is Mt and pair 

density is N
0

, projected normally with velocity U0 into 

a region of constant field B
0

.(16rrMtN
0
u;)t are as shown 

in Figure 2. In addition it is shown that the magnetic 

field falls off in the plasma in direct proportion to the 

displacement of the particle trajectory from its asymptote. 

Thus it is clear from Figure 2 that for a density of 

2.5 protons/co the field has fallen to s% of its initial 
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value in a distance of only about five kilometers. and 

equation I-22 shows that thereafter it decreases by a 

factor of two every 1.65 Km. These distances are of course 

negligible compared to the scale of the surface. 

Knowing that the surface is negligibly thin, it is 

next necessary to decide what pressure is exerted on the 

surface by the streaming plasma outside. 

For the model assumed in Appendix l (specular reflec

tion of normally directed particles) the pressure is easily 

inferred by a momentum balance. 

(2.1) 

In general the particles are incident upon the surface 

obliquely rather than normally but this does not change 

significantly the results arrived at in Appendix v. A 

Lorentz transformation based on a relative velocity parallel 

to the interface will reduce the problem to one of normal 

incidence. Thus any constant velocity which is parallel to 

the surface and small compared to the velocity of light may 

be superimposed on the given solution without altering the 

scale and structure normal to the surface. The only modi

fication necessary in equation Z.l is to replace the total 

velocity u0 by its normal component U0 cosr, where ~-r 

is the angle which the wind makes with the normal to the 

surface. Using the abbreviation Mt•(Mi+M
8

) for the total 

pair mass. the pressure law for arbitrary angle of incidence 
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then becomesa 

If the surface is actually curved rather than flat, 

then the tension in the magnetic field lines lying in the 

surface will help to balance the pressure of the field just 

inside the surface and equation 2.2 is not precisely cor-

rect. However, this correction is clearly very small be-

cause the normal force exerted on the surface by the field 

lines in the surface is proportional to the ratio of the 

effective surface thickness to its radius of curvature. 

For the magnetopause this ratio is about 10-4. 

A more serious objection to equation 2.2 arises from 

the assumption made throughout the calculations that the 

outgoing stream passes unimpeded through the ingoing stream. 

From an individual particle viewpoint this assumption would 

certainly be quite valid if there were no magnetic fields in 

the plasma, for the distance which a single reflected proton 

would travel back through the stream before it's cumulative 

deflection approached 90° is of the order of 106 A.U.(vir

tually infinite) for a solar wind of 500 Km/sec and 2.5 

protons/co. Also, using the formula given by Spitzer (2J, 

p.78) for the relaxation time in a plasma (defined as the 

average time for a typical particle to be deflected 90°), 

one finds that if the wind has a temperature of 105 °K, its 

own internal relaxation time is of the order of 105 seconds. 



Since the length of the •agnetosphere cavity is of the order 

of 4xto5 Km, the wind passes it in about lOJ seconds or only 

one hundredth of its own internal relaxation time. 

However, objections do arise from the randomizing 

effect of any magnetio fie1ds contained in the wind and 

from the possibility of a collective interaction such as a 

two stream instability. Parker (24) worked out the problem 

of two interpenetrating cold plasma streams and came to the 

conclusion that the solar wind flowing through a stationary 

interplanetary gas would be unstable and would lead to a 

shock front only about 100 meters thick between the ,two. 

Presumably, then, the counterflowing stream of reflected 

particles might similarly react with the incoming stream 

thus providing the dissipative mechanism needed to have a 

thin standoff shock. Noerdlinger (25) also treated this 

problem in a very general manner. On the other hand a 

detailed treatment by Kellogg and Liemohn (26) has shown 

that two contra streaming plasmas are not necessarily un-

stable if their internal temperatures are high enough com

pared to their relative kinetic energy. For instance they 

show that two equal density plasmas each with internal 

temperature T and streaming through each other with 

relative velocity u0 are stable if 

(2.J) 

For a 500 Km/sec wind this indicates that there is no 
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interaction with the reflected plasma as long as its temp

erature is greater than about ),000°K, which is more than 

an order or magnitude below present estimates of its temp-

erature. 

The deflect~on and random~zation of particles by fields 

contained in the wind is the most serious objection to the 

hypothesis of interpenetration. It has been shown by space

craft data (27) that there are fields within the solar wind, 

However, it is not within the scope of this paper to try to 

decide if there is or is not a steady state shock envelop-

ing the magnetosphere. We will use the assumption that the 

particles are specularly reflected (i.e. do not interact 

with the incoming stream) because the pressure law it gives 

is as good as any other and it bas the further advantage of 

simplifying the calculations. 

As a final defense of the pressure law derived from the 

assumption of specular reflection it is worthwhile to note 

that ordinary hypersonic flow past a blunt body results in 

just such a pressure distribution (28). The only change 

necessary is the substitution of the pressure at the stag-

2 nation point for the factor (2MtN0u0 ). This change alters 

only the scale of the solution and not its shape. 

Another objection to this simplified model arises from 

the fact that for a cold plasma the surface must extend to 

infinity on the night side, whereas the real wind has a 

temperature of the order of 105 °K and therefore would close 

off the cavity at a finite distance due to its thermal 
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pressure. The maximum radius o~ the cavity is determined 

almost entirely by the momentum ~lux o~ the wind, but ~or 

a given momentum ~lux the location o~ this maximum radius 

is determined by the thermal pressure which must there bal

ance the pressure o~ the £ield just inside. Past that point 

the £iel• inside ~alls o~~ so rapidly that the shape is 

determined primarily by the rate at which the gas can expand 

into vacuum. According to Lees (12) the resulting cavity is 

about 60 earth radii in length. This pressure resulting 

~rom the plasma temperature will be ignored, however, simply 

because its inclusion would seriously complicate the problem. 

There~ore the computed sur~ace will have little relation to 

the actual magnetosphere on the ~ar night side o~ the earth, 

but it should still give a good approximation to it on the 

daylight side. 

The question of instabilities in the surface is an 

important one, but one about which there is no general 

agreement. Parker (29) considered the two dimensional 

problem of a tenuous ionized gas incident upon the surface 

o~ an incompressible conducting ~luid in which is embedded 

a uniform magnetic ~ield. He found it to be unstable and 

deduced there~rom that the surface of the magnetosphere is 

unstable. Dessler (30) concluded ~rom magnetic data at the 

surface of the earth that the surface must be stable, but 

Coleman and Sonett (31) took exception with the basis o~ his 

argument. Later Dessler (32) advanced an independent and 

very convincing argument for the stability of the surface. 



The present author feels that the instability of Parker's 

model proves nothing concerning the real surface, first be-

cause the outer fringes of ~he magnetosphere are not loaded 

with matter like the field in his problem and second because 

his problem ignores the stabilizing curvature oC the Cield 

lines. Having this demonstrated the moot nature of the 

stability problem, we will now ignore it and assume the sur-

face is stable in order to calculate its steady state shape. 

If later investigations should demonstrate that it is indeed 

unstable, the "steady state" solution will at least provide 

a valuable zero order approximation to it. 

In the numerical calculations of this paper, the ring 

current described by Sonett, !i!! (JJ) will be ignored. 

It could be easily included, but it was not felt that it 

was advisable at this time to expend the computer time 

which would be required to solve the problem for various 

ring current strengths and diameters. 

In summary, then, it will be assumed that the solar 

• 
wind problem has a steady state solution in which an infi-

nitely thin current sheath terminates the earth's magnetic 

field, assumed to be a simple dipole; and that the pressure 

exerted on this surface by the wind is given by equation 
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J. The Moment Technique. 

The moment technique is a general method which can, in 

principle, be used to determine the shape of the surface of 

separation in any problem involving an infinitely conducting 

plasma separated from a magnetic field by an infinitesimally 

thin current sheath. Of course any such problem involves 

two "sub-problems." First, one must be able to compute the 

pressure P exerted by the plasma on the surface for any 

assumed surface shape. This is a problem in kinetic theory 

and in the discussion which follows its solution will be 

taken as given. Second, one must be able to solve for the 

magnetic field inside any assumed surface shape and ascer-

tain whether its pressure balances the plasma pressure. The 

boundary conditions on the magnetic field just inside the 

surface ar~ as follows& 

(J.l) 

which amounts to saying that the field is excluded from the 

plasma, and 

(J.2) 

which is necessary for dynamic equilibrium. 

The basic idea of the moment technique is to replace 

equations J.l and J.2 by two different but equivalent con-

ditions. First, if the field is everywhere zero in the 

plasma region as equation J.l implies, then the surface 
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current at each point of the surface must be Bt/47T , where 

Bt is the magnetic field just inside that point. Using 

this fact, equation J.2 may be written in terms of the sur-

face current. 

(J.J) 

This fixes the magnitude of J ,..,. at every point on the sur-

face, and then in principle the direction of is deter-

mined (if we know its direction on one line of the surface) 

by the requirement that ~ be divergence free. However, 

the details of the process for determining the direction of 

~ will depend entirely upon the particular problem; for 

instance, see section 4 for the uniform pressure problem 

and section 5 for the plasma wind problem. 

Finally equation J.l is replaced by the condition that 

the magnetic field vanish everywhere in the plasma region. 

This will be true if each of the magnetic multipole moments 

of the sources in the field region is cancelled by the cor-

responding moment of the surface current. Actually the 

field will vanish to a very high order of accuracy if only 

the lower moments cancel, and it is this fact that makes 

the moment technique useful. 
\'V\ (1 f· f', ( ··, i) ~ ;\>,.· >; ('·ft 

The-~-Sma,~,re-gi-on is assumed current. free so that 

"VX a.o, and the magnetic field may be decomposed into mul--
tipole moments either in terms of its scalar or vector 

potential. 

The scalar potential ~ , defined to be the function 
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whose gradient is ~. is certainly a solution o~ Laplace's 
2 

equation, since "V·B• 'V cp .o. Likewise, i~ we de~ine the ,... 

vector potential A ,..._ to be the ~unction whtaa curl is B 

and choose a gauge in which V·A·O, each o~ its components 

will satis~yLaplace 1 s equation since \7XB•VX'VXA• 

• V ( \7· A)-V2.A.o. The ~ollowing ~unctions ~orm a set of 

solutions o~ Laplace's equation in terms o~ which any solu-

tion which vanishes at in~inity, such as cfJ or .Ax• may 

be expanded. 

nP 
nm -

n•O,l, ••• ry:J 

m•O,l, ••• n 

p•O,l 

(J .4) 

I~ the field region surrounds the plasma region, then solu

tions vanishing at the origin are needed instead, but this 

case will not be considered further. Thus we may write the 

following expressions for the potentials. 

n 1 

L2: sP nP 
nm nm 

(J.5) 

(J.6) 

Here Rn has the units of a length and J
0 

the units o~ 

current-per-unit-width. These ~actors have been written 

explicitly so that the remainder of the right hand side 

might be dimensionless. In general,lower case letters will 

denote dimensionless variables and capital letters will 

denote dimensioned variables (except ~or tha moments and 

the functions such as Dp and Pm hi h b i 1 w c are o v ous y nm n 
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dimensionless). Thus 

( J .7) 

Since there are three times as many vector moments as 

scalar moments and yet either set of moments is adequate to 

describe the field, it follows that the vector moments can

not all be independent quantities. In Appendix III, (2n+J) 

relationships are derived which must hold between the vector 

moments for each value of n, and it is pointed out that 

there are (2n-l) more relationships which will depend on 

the gauge of (since specifying the curl and divergence 

of still leaves one free to add to the gradient of 

any scalar function which satisfies Laplace's equation). 

Thus there are really only (2n+l) independent vector moments 

for each value of n, just as there are (2n+l) scalar 

moments. The equations relating the scalar moments to the 

vector moments are also derived in Appendix III. The (4n+4) 

relationships given by equation III-2J can be summarized as 

follows: 

lsm:6n p•O,l 

yP • ·(2p-l )x1 -P 
nn nn 

(J.8) 

It is clear from these equations why the scalar moments must 



be considered. In order that the magnetic field vanish 

outside the surface it is only necessary that its scalar 

moments vanish. and this clearly does not imply that its 

vector moments vanish. The only reason that the vector 

moments are considered at all is that they are consider

ably easier to calculate directly than the scalar moments 

are, and by equation J.8 the scalar moments can be easily 

obtained from them. 

In·summary, then, the basic outline of the moment 

technique is as follows: First calculate the moments of 

the scalar potential of the fixed sources within the sur

face. Then assume a trial shape for the surface 'and deter

mine the resulting fluid forces (it is assumed that this is 

possible). Next calculate the surface current which would 

satisfy equation J.J on that surface, and finally calculate 

the scalar moments of this surface current. If these just 

cancel the moments of the fixed sources, the problem is 

solved; if not, vary the surface appropriately and repeat 

the process until an adequately accurate solution is 

obtained. 

In Section 4 this method will be applied to the test 

case of a dipole in a uniform pressure plasma, and in suc

ceeding sections it will be applied to the more important 

case of a dipole in a plasma wind. 



4. Soluti.on for the Uniform Pressure Case. 

Consider a magnetic dipole of moment M!z emu sur

rounded by a stationary plasma of uniform pressure P 

dynes/cm2
• The solution of this problem is discussed in 

a paper written by Leverett Davis. Jr. and the author (20) 

but it will be repeated here in terms of the more general 

notation of Section ). 

The unit of length Rn will be chosen to be the 

radius in the equatorial plane to the point where the mag-

netic pressure of the undisturbed dipole field equals the 

gas pressure 
J _.!. 

R • M(8rrP) 2 
n (4.1) 

From equation ).J it is clear that ~ has the constant mag
.!. 

nitude (P/2rr) 2 so this will be chosen as the unit current 

J
0

• Obviously the bounding surface and ~must have axial 

symmetry so ~ must be in the ~ direction. 

The scalar potential of the dipole at the field point 

R2 ·R r 2 is: ,.., n...., 

(4. 2) 

! ' : 
...... , )¢ t: 

Obviously, then all scalar moments of the-surface must 

vanish except s~0 --4rr (see equations J.4 and J.6). 

If the coordinates of surface points are specified by 

~aRnr• the vector potential of the field due to the surface 

currents is: 

(4.J) 
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Use equation 6.2 to express -1 
/~2 -!l as an in~inite series, 

each term o~ which is separable into its £ and r 2 depend

ence. The symmetry about the polar axis enables the -

integration to be done easily with the result: 

where 

I 
n 

00 

!(~2) • RnJo~~ ~ 
n•l 

27T Jrr n+l [ 2 dr>2]! 1 ) • n(n+l) r r +(cnr Pn(cose sin9d8 
0 

(4.4) 

(4 • .5) 

Set e~=(cos~e -sin-e ) in equation 4.4 and it becomes clear ""P ~y ,...X 

by comparison with equation J • .5 that Y0
1 --x1

1-I and all n n n 

other vector moments are zero. This means (refer to equa-

tion J.8) that s~0 ·-nin and all other scalar moments are 

0 identically zero. Actually even sn0 aO for n even, because 

1 
Pn(cose) is an odd function for n even. Thus the problem 

reduces to choosing a function r(9) such that: 

~.~ • 4rr n•J,.5,7,9 ••• (4.6) 

Since the surface has cusps at the poles and is sym-

metric about the equatorial plane it is batter to express 

r as a function of the magnetic latitude ~rather than the 

polar angle e. 

(4.7) 

To solve for the parameters, set C·l at first and ignore I 1 • 

Consider the next N non-trivial I (i.e. those for n•J,5,7, n 

••• 2N+l). It is easy to differentiate the In under the 
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integral sign and obtain analytic expressions Cor the rates 

o£ change o£ the In with respect to the various c
5

• Hence 

the Generalized Newton's Method was used to determine the 

c
8 

which reduced the In to zero. finally I 1 is made 

equal to ~by adjusting C, which is seen to be the equa-

torial radius. The computation was carried out on a Bur-

roughs 220 computer Cor various values oC N up to seven. 

For the case N•7 the numerical results are given in Table 

1 and the resulting cross section is plotted in Figure J. 

Table 1. Coefficients in the Equation for the Surface • 

c • 1.41J95 CJ a 0.001085 c6 ·-O.OOOJ26 

cl • 0.120039 04 --0.000200 07 = 0.000094 

c2 • 0.004180 c, • 0.000597 

It is true that at the pole the last few terms of equa

tion 4.7 are of the order o£ 7% o£ the first term, but this 

does not indicate an error of that order there. The coeffi-

cients in Table 1 are not the first seven terms in the power 

series expansion oC the true surface. They are .the coeCCi-

cients of the polynomial of degree fourteen which most 

closely approximates the true surface. There are two rea-

sons Cor believing that the solution is very accurate even 

near the pole. First, when the computation was carried out 

with only four parameters, the radius of the computed sur-

face near 
1T 

~·2• where agreement was worst, was only about 

one percent greater than the corresponding radius of the 
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seven parameter surface. Second, when c 1 was changed so 

as to decrease the radius to the surface by only 0.1% at the 

pole, the residual fields at distances greater than O.JRn 

outside the surface (calculated as described in the test of 

the next section) were increased by a factor of ten or more. 

A major feature of interest in this computation, in addition 

to providing a test,of the moment technique, is that it 

indicates that the surface very definitely has cusps at the 

poles and that these cusps do not go clear to the origin as 

has been suggested, but rather intersect the axis at a 

finite distance. The cusps undoubtedly intersect the axis 

tangentially in reality, but such a surface could not .be 

represented by a polynomial with a finite number of terms 

such as was used. However, the greater the number of par-

ameters that were used the steeper the angle of intersection 

was. It is easy to see that these are the results that 

should be expected. Consider a cavity in a medium of zero 

permeability. If there were a finite angle between the sur-

face and the axis, the field there would be zero, and if the 

cusp were at the dipole the field would be infinite; in 

either case the field would not be in equilibrium with the 

plasma pressure. 

If we define the field just inside the surface to be 

Bs•(87TP)f, then it is a simple matter to see that the 

change in the field, ~B0 , at the origin due to the surface 

currents is 
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dCX. (4.8) 

For a sphere the integral is just rr/4, and for any other 

surface it would be slightly greater. For the computed sur-

face it is 0.769JJ. Thus a 10 Y disturbance in the geomag-

netic field at the earth could arise from a sudden change of 

pressure of 2.52 x lo-10 dynes/cm2 on the surface (i.e. a 

particle density times temperature of 1.8J x 106 K0 /cmJ or 

a kinetic energy density of 1.58 x 10
2 

ev/cmJ). 

For comparison purposes the uniform pressure problem 

was also solved by Beard's differential equation technique. 

To get the equation for R( <X) • r( ex )Rn' set the magnetic 

pressure of the tangential component of a field 1/f times 

as strong as the earth 1 s field equal to the plasma pressure 

(4.9) 

or in full: 

~!" +r~';, ~r) • ( c os<><t. -2 sin"'"r ) Sa~ J 
2 

o 8rrr
2

p [ 1 + ( rg>;, ) 
2
] 

(4.10) 

Call r(O)·re and note that dr/d~ cO at ~-o by symmetry. 

Inserting these values, and the value of Rn from equation 

4.1. into equation 4.10 one obtains the relation 

(4.11) 

and the differential equation 
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(!:-)6 [1 ( dr >2j r +Fci'C:(:"" 
e 

When equation 4.12 is solved it gives r(O()/r • 
e 

Then 

(4 .12) 

r e 

is determined by the condition that I 1 -4. Since equation 

4.12 is of second degree there are two such solutions. The 

appropriate solution is plotted in Figure J and it is seen 

that it differs significantly from the moment technique 

result near the pole. 

There is also an interesting sidelight that can be 

gleaned from these calculations. There has been some dis-

cussion recently as to whether the factor f which Beard 

assumes to be ! should not be closer to 1/J. From equation 

4.11 we see that in this three dimensional case 

f • r-J • (1.39577)-J a O.J6775 
e (4.1.3) 

To determine the relative accuracy of the methods, the 

field due to the surface was calculated (at various radii 

along the polar axis and in the equatorial plane), sub

tracted from the field of the dipole located at the origin, 

and then divided by the dipole field. This gives a number 

\17hich would be zero everywhere outside the surface for the 

true surface and would be one everywhere for the dipole 

field alone. The computations for this test were carried 

out on a Burroughs 220 computer, replacing the surface by 

ninety-eight current loops. The results of this test for 

the two surfaces are given in Table 2. The values on the 
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polar axis may be incorrect by as much as .5% due to trunca-

tion error. The truncation error was removed from the equa-

torial val•es by subtracting the solution for a sphere with 

a cos~ current variation, which should theoretically be 

zero everywhere and which therefore equa1s the truncation 

error in practice. Since the surface approximates & sphere 

near the equator and the cos~ current approximates a uni-

form current near the equator, the truncation error must be 

very nearly the same for both cases near the surface at the 

equator. The inherent roundoff error in the calculation was 

about .2 x 10-5. 

Table 2. Ratio of Net Field to Dipole Field x 105 

Distance from Moment Surface Beard Surface 
the surface--
Fraction of On the In the On the In the 
Equatorial Polar Equatorial Polar Equatorial 

Radius Axis Plane Axis Plane 

o. o4 -905 -0.4 -61078 7126 
o.o8 -222 +0.2 -42966 6721 
0.16 - 2J o.6 -27676 .5997 
o.J2 - 2.7 0 • .5 -1.5913 4844 
o.64 - 0.9 0.5 - 7947 JJ24 
1.28 - 0.2 0.2 - JJ78 1817 
2 • .56 - 0.1 O.J 0 1222 77J 
5.12 - o.o 0.5 - J86 267 

10.24 0.2 o.o - 110 81 

Clearly, the moment technique gives a net field out

side which is about 0.001 of that given by the surface 

derived using Beard's boundary condition. 
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Slutz (19) has also solved this identical problem by 

an iterative procedure which begins with a trial sur£ace. 

However, his procedure involved solving for the scalar 

potential of the £ield inside the surface, treating it as 

a cavity in a diamagnetic medium, and then comparing the 

resultant fields just inside the surface with the fields 

given by the pressure law to indicate how to change the 

surface for the next iteration. The result he obtained is 

very close to that given by the moment technique except 

near the equator where his cross section is nearly flat 

and lies about J% inside the moment result. When the 

fields for Slutz's surface were calculated they were much 

larger than those for the moment surface, especially in 

the equatorial plane. 
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5. Relationship of the Current and Surface for the Wind Case 

It is clear from the proceeding that before the moment 

technique can be applied to test and improve a surface, the 

currents flowing on that surface must be known. Consider an 

axially symmetric source of magnetic field located at the 

origin and oriented along the y direction and a plasma mov

ing in ~e -z direction. A surface z(x~y) such as the one 

shown in Figure 1 will be formed. Choosine x and y as the 

independent variables enables the surface to be described by 

a single valued function, restricts the independent varia-

bles to a finite range and simplifies certain formulas in the 

derived later. Adopting the notation z = ~z, z • ez the 
X oX y cy, 

outward normal to the surface has the following form. 

= (.S.l) 

Therefore, since y is defined as the angle between the normal 

and the earth-sun direction, it follows that 

(5.2) 

Define the unit surface current (see equation 3.7) as 

2 t J
0

=(MtN
0
U

0
/rr) • Then the magnitude of the dimensionless 

current is easily obtained from equations 3.3 and 2.2. 

j .. cos 1/1 (5.3) 

The problem now is to determine the direction of j. 
_,; 
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0~ course since j must lie in the sur~ace. it must be ,..., 

perpendicular to ~· the normal to the surface. 

n•j • 0 ,... ,.., (.5.4) 

The last condition necessary to determine j completely is 

that it must be divergence ~ree or in other words the flux 

o~ j across any closed curTe on the surface must be zero. ,... 

I~ this is true, then there must exist a flux function, 

defined by the line integral 

f(x' Y) 
f(x,y) • + n.j X ds 

( o,o ) ~ ,.. "" 
(.5 • .5) 

that depends only on x and y and not on the path of inte-

gration chosen on the sur~ace. 

The use~ulness of this ~lux function arises from the 

~act that if f(x,y) is specified, then the corresponding 

j (whioh is therefore guaranteed to be divergenceless) can ,..., 

be easily derived from it, using equations .5 • .5, .5.1, .5.2 

and .5.4 in that order. 

~ • ~ f • n . j xGliJ .. - j . n x ( e + z e ) x ox ~ ,... [dx] ,_ rJ ""X x,...z 
y 

• -cos1bj·[• +Z e +Z (z e -z e ~ T ,.. ~y y,..z X X""Y y~xJ 

- -j y 

(.5.6) 

A similar calculation shows that the same result, except 

for the minus sign, holds with x and y interchanged. 
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With jx and jy known, equation 5.4 can now be used 

to obtain j in terms of derivatives of f and z. z 

Hence the surface current is 

(5. 7) 

(5.8) 

Substitution of this value of ~ into equation 5.J trans

forms it into a partial differential equation relating the 

functions z(x,y) and f(x,y). 

2 
cos tf 

(5.9) 

It seems most natural, in using the moment technique 

to solve any problem, to guess a surface and then compute 

the currents that should flow on that surface. In other 

words, assume z(x,y) is known and use equation 5.9 to 

solve for f(x,y). 

Unfortunately, this straightforward way is not tracta-

ble. Equation 5.9 as an equation for determining f(x,y) 

from z(x,y) is non-linear and it appears (from many 

trials) to be impossible to devise a stable numerical method 

of solving it. Of course analytical methods can be ruled 

out from the beginning because of the necessarily compli

cated functions that must be assumed for z(x,y). 

However, there is nothing inherent in the overall 
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method which requires one to begin the process by assuming 

a surface. If instead a flux function with an appropriate 

number of parameters is assumed, then equation 5.9 might be 

used to obtain the surface which satisfies equation 5.3. 

In fact if z(x,y) is considered to be the unknown function 

in equation 5.9 it then becomes a linear equation. 

(5.10) 

The sign chosen for the square root is the one which is 

appropriate in the first quadrant. 

It turns out that even this linear first order equation 

seems to be numerically unstable for any straightforward 

method of solution involving a regularly spaced grid. How-

ever, the particular form of the coefficients in this equa-

tion make it possible to reduce it to the problem of solving 

an ordinary differential equation along certain curves. To 

see why this is so, rewrite equation 5.10 as follows. 

P(x,y)zx + Q(x,y)zy - R(x,y) a 0 (S.ll) 

Referring to equation 5.1 for n. this is clearly equiv-

alent to the equation 

n .( Pe + Qe + Rez) • 0 
~ ~x ~y ~ 

(5.12) 

which says that a line with direction numbers (P,Q,R) is 

perpendicular to the normal to the surface and is therefore 

tangent to the surface. Thus an infinitesimal line element 
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with direction numbers proprotional to these will lie in 

the solution surface. Clearly then the differential equa-

tions 

determine a line, called an integral curve, which lies 

entirely in the solution surface if any one point of it 

lies in the solution surface. Thus we could construct the 

surface, if we knew the value of z(x,y) along one line 

which is not an integral curve, by following the integral 

curves which intersect that line. 

The thing which makes this approach feasible in this 

case is that the integral curves are fairly easy to obtain. 

Rewriting equation 5.1.) explicity, 

dx ~ =r. r 
y X 

(,.14) 

it is clear that the first equation takes an especially 

simple form. 

This simply says that along any integral curve of the sur

face f(x,y).f
0

, a constant. Thus in principle for any 

curve one could write x-x(y,f ) 
0 

where is now just a 

constant parameter. Substitution of this into the second 

of equations 5.14 gives a simple ordinary differential 
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equation for z(y,x(y,f
0

)). 

In practice it is much better to use the distance s 

(in the xy plane) along the curve, rather than either x 

or y, as the independent variable in the solution of equa

tion 5.14. In terms of s, then, equation 5.14 becomes 

dz 
ds . - 1 2 -1] t 

+ fy 
(5.16) 

In obtaining this, s has been chosen to increase in 

the counter-clockwise direction around the upper neutral 

point. 

As pointed out above, determination of the surface 

uniquely requires specification not only of the flux func-

tion f(x,y) but also of one line in the surface. Clearly 

the best line to use is that part of the intersection of the 

surface with the X•O plane which lies between the sub-

solar point and the upper neutral point. A few of the var-

iable parameters will then be used in specifying the current 

function. 

In passing it may be noted that when only the param

eters specifying this line are changed (the flux function 

remaining unchanged) it is unnecessary to reintegrate equa

tion 5.16 before calculating the new moments. This fact can 

shorten the computer time required for the problem. 

Thus we have a direct method of obtaining a surface and 

surface current which are con~istent with equation S.J. 
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6. Calculation of the Moments for the Wind Case. 

Consider a source of magnetic field located at the 

origin and a zero temperature plasma wind moving in the -z 

direction. Assume that a surface z(x,y) and the flux func

tion f(x,y) for its surface currents are given. in this 

section the formulae will be derived for the moments of 

those currents. 

The proper unit current density J =(MtN u2 /rr)t was de-o 0 0 

fined in Section 5. At this time the unit length Rn will be 

defined to be the distance from either neutral point to the 

z axis. With the convention that f•O at the subsolar point, 

that has the double advantage of making both Y•l and fal at 

"df the upper neutral point, because ay•l on the line joining 

the subsolar point and the upper neutral point (see the first 

paragraph of Appendix IV). 

Let R2 -R r 2 be the coordinates of a field point and 
~ n.-

R=R r be the coordinates of a point on the surface. The 
"' n'"" 

integral form for the vector potential is: 

(6.1) 

To separate this integral into its moments, make use of the 

expansion of 1/ jr2 -rj , in associated Legendre functions. 

1 .... - -""""" lr -r1 L -2 ~ nco 

Upon making this substitution and transferring everything 
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possible through the integral sign, A becomes: 

where 

l~m • (2-$mo>f~::J: J ~<.!)P~(oose)oos(m;-p~)rnds 
s 

(6.3) 

( 6.4) 

It is clear by comparison of equations J.S and 6.J that 

the components of the !~m are just the vector potential 

moments defined before. 

(6 • .5) 

Before proceeding further the source field will be spe

cialized to one which mirrors in the yz plane and mirrors 

with a change of sign in the xz plane. This is necessary 

in order for the surface to be symmetric about these two 

planes and topologically similar to Figure 1. Since the 

surface current must be perpendicular to the field just in

side, it is clearly flowing in the x (or -x) direction as 

it crosses either of the planes of symmetry, and jx is an 

even function about either plane. Visualization of the 

current flow pattern (with the help of Figure 4) shows that 

jy is odd about both planes of symmetry and jz is even about 

the xz plane and odd about the yz plane. These symmetries 

of the surface and current cause three-fourths of the 

vector moments to vanish identically. 
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For instance, consider the symmetries about the xz 

(¢•0) plane. Cos m- is an even ~unction of -· while jy is 

odd, which causes Y~ to vanish, since the rest of the 

integrand is even. Sin m- is an odd function of -· while 

are even, which causes 1 and Znm to vanish. 

Likewise consider the symmetries about the yz(¢•¥) 

plane. About this plane jz and jy are odd, so 

when m is even (since cos m- is then even) and 

vanishes 

vanishes 

when m is odd (since then sin m- is even). Similarly jx 

is even about this plane, which causes X~m to vanish when 

m is odd. 

Thus, using the symbol without the superscript to 

indicate the non-zero moment for that n and m, the only 

non-zero integrals of equation 6.4 are as follows: 

Xnm • ~m m • 0,2,4 . . . n 

ynm 
1 

• ynm m • 2,4 • • • • • n n•l,2,.3 • • • 

z nm "' 
zo 

nm m • 1,.3,.5 . .. n (6.6) 

Accordingly, when p•O or m is even in equations .3.8 !!! the 

vector moments vanish, and so the associated scalar moments 

must vanish. 1 Thus the only non-zero scalar moments are Snm 

(m odd) and these will henceforth be denoted by the symbol 

Snm• For a properly symmetric source, then, equations .3.8 

reduce to: 

5nm - znm 

--z nm 

(6.7) 

m•l,J,.S ••• n 
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Any values oC the vector moments, then, which will zero 

these scalar moments will necessarily zero the Cield out-

side. 

Since (as shown in Section 4) z must be calculated by 

Collowing a Clux line on the surface, the integrals oC 

equation 6.4 are most economically calculated by using f 

as one oC the integration coordinates. IC the integration 

were done (for instance) over x and y then every one oC the 

grid points would lie on a different flux line and either 

each oC these lines would have to be followed (consuming a 

great amount oC time) or the points would have to be inter

polated from neighboring lines (a difficult procedure intro

ducing its own inaccuracies). 

Use as coordinates the flux function f(x,y) and s, the 

distance (in the xy plane) along the flux line, measured 

from the line joining the neutral point and the subsolar 

point. First transform equation 6.4 from an integral over 

the surface to an integral over the projection of the sur-

(6.8) 

The fact that the maximum value of y is 2 follows from the 

considerations in the first paragraph of Appendix IV. 

In transforming to the new coordinates (f,s) the ele-

mantal area changes from dxdy to dCds/jgrad fl. Referring 

to equations 5.8, 5.10 and 5.16, one obtains the following 
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[

l-f
2 
-r

2
] t X y 

·- 2 2 
f + f' X y 

• 

• 

• 

dx 
ds 

~ 
ds 

dz 
ds 

(6.9) 

Substituting these identities into equation 6.8, the non-

zero moments, equation 6.6, become 

1 S(f) 

Xnm • 4(2- S ) fn•mJ tJd rf ds(dx )U C mO n+m I ds nm m 
0 0 
1 S(f) 

Y • 8 ~1 df[ ds(~)U S nm Tn+M1T ds nm m 
0 0 

(6.10) 

1 S(f) 
Z • 8 ( n -m ) 1- ( d t'i d s ( d z ) U C 

nm (n+m) t), ds nm m 
0 0 

where S(f) is the total length in the first quadrant of the 

flux curve f•constant, and the U,S and Care defined as 

follows: 

(6.11) 

In the computer program these functions are easily generated 

by the following recursion relations: 



U .(2n-l)ll nn U 1.(2n-l)ll z nn-

unm· 

cl .. x 

2 2 
2(m+l)zUn•+1-(x +Y )Unm+2 

(n-.. ) (n+m+l) 

c .c 1c 1-s 1 s1 m m- m-

( 6.12) 

S =S 1c1 +C 1s1 m m- m-

From these relations, it is clear that the Unmcm and Unmsm 

~actors o~ the integrands o~ equation 6.10 are simply poly-

nomials in x, y and z each term o~ which is o~ degree n. The 

highest degree o~ z in any o~ these terms is n-m. Since x 

and y are bounded while z--oo. it is clear that the larger 

the value o~ m (~or a given n), the more accurately the 

integral may be evaluated. This leads to the conclusion 

that the ~irst o~ equations6.7 is the better one to use in 

calculating the scalar moments. Substitution o~ equations 

6.10 into this equation gives the explicit relation. 

(6.1J) 

Thus to this point the machinery has been set up ~or obtain

ing a sur~ace z(x,y) and calculating all its multipole 

moments. Be~ore proceeding ~urther it is necessary to spec-

ialize to a particular source ~ield. 
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7. Specific Solution for a Dipole Source. 

This section will begin with a summary of all those 

formulae derived in previous sections which are necessary 

for programming a computer to obtain a numerical solution. 

For the case when the source field mirrors in the yz plane 

and mirrors with a change of sign in the xz plane, the 

scalar potential of the surface currents is 

oo n 
- R J L L s Dl 

n o n•l m•l nm nm 
(m odd only) (7.1) 

where J •(MtN u2 /rr)t, R is the y coordinate (in centi-o o o n 

meters) of the neutral point and the S are obtained from nm 

(7.2) 

The coordinates (f,s) are the value of the current function 

and the distance in the xy plane along the lines f• con-

stant. measured from X•O. S(f
0

) is the length in the first 

quadrant of the line f·f • Bquations 6.9 give the deriv-
o 

atives of the coordinates with respect to s. 

dx fl 
rs· I grad r, 

~ 
-f X (7.J) ds • !grad fj 

dz -[jgra: 
I t i crs· 

fl2 
-li 

J 
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And z at any point on a curve f·constant is found by inte

grating dz/ds along that curve. rinally the functions U, 

C and S are given by equation 6.12. 

cl-x 

U 1 - (2n-l)JJ z nn-

2 2 
2(m+l)zU 1-(x +Y )U 2 nm+ nm+ 

(7.11-) 

Consider now a dipole source. The scalar potential of 

a dipole of moment Me is -y 

Since the potential of equation 7.1 must be equal and 

(7.5) 

opposite to this, it is clear that for the true surface 

s - 0 nm n•2, J, 4 ••• m•l,J,.S ••• n (7.6) 

and equating coefficients of the D~1 terms gives the scaling 

relation 

(?.?) 

which will be used to determine Rn after the surface has 

been made to satisfy equation 7.6 approximately. 

The first step in the solution of the problem is the 

choice of a function of x, y and some parameters Ai, which 
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is surCicien~~Y re~tricted in functional Corm that for any 

reasonable values oC the Ai the,resulting function f(x,y) 

has a.11 tue qualitative 1'eatures that the current function 

must have (as seen from Figure ~). However, at the same 

time the parameters must permit enough variability in 1' to 

bring it su1'ficiently close to the true 1'unction for some 

set oC values of the Ai. Actually the Choice of a param

etrized form for this function vas one of the most time 

consuming aspects of the entire problem, and it is not here 

pretended that the best possible function has been devel-

oped, only that a satisCactory one has. If any investigator 

should desire in the future to improve on the results pre-

sented in this paper, be could surely do so by working out 

a different analytic form for f which has the ability to 

come closer to the true f, whatever that is. 

Without further apology then, the current function used 

in this work will be of the Collowing form& 

(?.8) 

where (p.-) are the usual polar coordinates in the xy plane; 
2 

v•cos ;; a(v) is half the radius oC the surface at &••oOI 

u•p/a(v): and g and hare double power series in u and v, 

given by equations IV-)9 and IV-54 to IV-56. The motiva

tions leading to this Corm for f, as well as the conditions 

on g and h and their derivations, are discussed in Appendix 

IV and will not be considered here, except to note that 
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permitting h(u,v) to contain terms up to u8 and y.S allows 

22 free parameters among the coefficients after all the 

conditions are applied. These parameters are denoted by 

Ai' 1 ~i-L22. Likewise it is shown in Appendix IV that if 

g(u,v) contains only terms up to u4 and v4 but is·otherwise 

as unrestricted as possible (consistent with the conditions 

on f) it contains l.S free parameters among its coefficients. 

These are denoted by Ai, Jl~i~4.S. The remaining arbitrary 

function in equation 7.8 will be parametrized as followsa 

(7.9) 

As pointed out on page J.S this flux function does not 

uniquely specify an associated surface, but the profile of 

the surface must also be specified. The profile will be 

defined to be that part of the cross section of the surface 

in the meridian plane which lies between the subsolar point 

and the neutral point. This profile will be parametrized 

as follows: 

The distance from the dipole to the subsolar point of 

the surface is given by A71 • The z distance from the sub

solar point to the neutral point is given by A72 • A75 

governs the plateau in the immediate neighborhood of the 

neutral point. The remaining terms aid in adjusting the 

overall shape properly. 
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As already mentioned most o~ the qualitative restric

tions which can be placed on r as a consequence o~ the 

physics of the problem have been incorporated automatically 

by the restrictions placed on hand g in Appendix IV. How

ever, there is one very important restriction which can not 

be so ~asily fulfilled. This is the condition, obvious 

from equation 5.9, that 

jvf/ <t (7.11) 

Clearly every parameter will affect the gradient of f in a 

way which will depend non-linearly on every other parameter. 

Thus it would be impossible to derive a set of reasonable 

restrictions which would guarantee that equation 7.11 is 

satisfied. The best that can be done is to test each trial 

set os parameters against equation 7.11 and reject those 

sets which violate it.significantly. In practice it was 

found that it was difficult to find a set of parameters 

which didn't violate this condition at some point in the 

xy plane, even when the shape and moments of the resulting 

surface were ignored. Thus it was decided to tolerate 

gradients greater than one as long as they occurred over 

only a small percentage of the surface; and in these cases 

equation 5.16 was kept from becoming imaginary by the simple 

expedient of setting the gradient equal to one. This com

plicated the convergence process in that constant manual 

adjustments were needed in the parameters to minimize these 

unphysical gradients, but it couldn't be avoided. 
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The obvious way to go about reducing the moments is by 

the generalized Newton method (used in the uniform pressure 

case). As everyone knows who has used the method exten-

sively, however, it is very prone to wandering when the 

number o~ variables exceeds S or 6, unless the problem is a 

well conditioned one. From what has been said already, 

though, it should be obvious that this problem is not a 

well conditioned one and, indeed, it was found that Newton's 

method was virtually useless for as few as five parameters 

and moments. One thing which contributes heavily to this 

difficulty is that there is no natural ordering of the 

parameters as to importance. That is to say, with 46 par-

ameters occurring in four different power series (two of 

which are double series); which five parameters should be 

chosen to reduce the first five moments? In all likelihood 

some 15 or so of these parameters should really be varied 

in order to reduce the first five moments smoothly to zero. 

Therefore since it was unrealistic to work with less 

than about 15 parameters at a time, but even more unreal

istic to try to reduce 15 Moments at a time by Newton's 

method, it was necessary to work out a new method by which 

N parameters (Ak) could be used to reduce ~~ quanti ties (Vi), 

where M<N. That is, the following equations for the changes 

ai in the parameters Ai must be solved: 

i•l,2 ••• M ( 7.12) 



Where Hki•dVk/dAi is assumed to be a constant. Since N>M. 

this system o£ equations does not have a unique solution 

unless an additional condition is imposed. The natural 

condition is to require that 

( 7.13) 

be a minimum, where wk are approximately chosen weighting 

factors for the parameters. There are two advantages to 

thus minimizing the length of the ai vectorr 1) the assump

tion of the constancy ef the aki is more valid, and 2) the 

conditions such as equation 7.11 which have been manually 

optomized will be interfered with as little as poss1b1e. 

To solve equations 7.12 and 7.13 together, first solve 

equation 7.12 for the first M of the ai in terms of the 

remaining ai. 

(7.14) 

where H-l is the inverse of the square matrix formed from 

only the first M columns of H. These expressions can now 

be inserted into equation 7.1) to give B in terms of only 

the last N-M of the ak. It is then a straightforward matter 

to differentiate the resulting B with respect to each of 

the ak. Setting these derivatives equal to zero (the con

dition for a minimum) gives (N-M) linear equations for the 

(N-M) desired ak• 



where 

Pkivi 

P ~M ~M a-1 -1/ 2 
ki • H H w j • m.k ji j jal mal 

(7.1.5) 

(7.16) 

A~ter these equations are solTed ~or the last N-N o~ the 

ak, these values may be substituted into equation 7.14 to 

obtain the Cirst M oC the ai• While it may appear that M 

oC the a 1 are treated essentially diCCerently than the re

maining, it is clear that the result does not depend on 
t 

how the ai are apportioned into the two groups, because the 

basic equations 7.12 and 7.1) completely determine the 

nature of the solution and they are completely symmetric 

in the ai. 

As expected it was Cound in practice that this method 

was very much more stable than Newton's method, which simply 

amounts to a special case oC equation 7.14 with M•N (which 

eliminates the second term). 

Bven with this ~proved method of convergence, however, 

it was found that it was unadvisable to try to "zero" more 

than the-Cirst S to 8 moments (n-4 or S) by this method. 

Bxperienee with the uniform pressure problem on the other 

hand indicated that it would be necessary to at least reduce 

considerably the moments up to about n•7 in order'to achieve 

much accuracy in the surface. Thus as it finally worked 

out the convergence process itself became semi-manual. That 

is between each cycle, in which the moments up to n•4 or ' 

were "zeroed" by the above technique, it was necessary to 
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study the Hij ~or the n•6 and n•7 moments, as well as the 

gradients of the current function, in an attempt to vary 

the parameters in such a way as to reduce these aoments and 

the excessive gradients. The process is a laborious and 

dif~icult one, but with so.e skill is a convergent one. 

All of the numerical calculations were carried out on 

an IBM 7090 and the final. version of the program for these 

calculations is given in Appendix V together with an ex

planation of the program and flow diagrams of the major 

subroutines. Therefore, it is unnecessary to go into that 

in any detail here except to mention one tact wbich is 

significant in the interpretation of the results. Since 

the purpose is to zero all the momenta (except the dipole 

moment) it would not in principle a~fect things if all the 

moments were multiplied by arbitrary finite ~actors. How

ever, having accepted our inability to actually zero all 

the m~ments, and desiring rather to reduce them all to some 

common low level, it becomes significant what factors the 

moments are multiplied by as this will affect their rel

ative reduction. The thing which finally governed the 

choice of the proper factor was the accuracy with which the 

various moments could be calculated. It was found that if 

the factor (2n-l)ll is dropped from the definition of Unm' 

and the factor (n-m)l/(n+m)l in equation 7.2 is replaced by 

1/nll, then all the calculated moments will have about the 

same number of decimal places of accuracy before truncation 

error sets in. Also this change of factor clearly deemph-



asizes the higher moments as rightfully they should be. 

The final solution (that is, the solution beyond which 

further improvement was judged too difficult to be worth 

while) is illustrated pictorially in Figure 1 and topo

graphically in Figure 7, and projections of its current 

lines are given in Figures 4, 5 and 6, which likewise give 

silhouettes of the surface. Table J gives the values of 

the various parameters for this surface, and Table 4 gives 

the calculated values of the moments up to m•7. The inte

grations were done using JO curves and a basic interval 

size of 0.07 (see Appendix V). 

It should be noted that the surface plotted in these 

figures is not exactly the one calculated, though it differs 

from it only slightly. First of all, over about J.6~ of 

the projected area of the surface in the xy plane (mostly 

near the subsolar point) the gradient of f exceeded one. 

These regions then were considered by the computer to be 

perpendicular to the wind, but in plotting them I smoothed 

them out to conform to the slope of neighboring regions. 

The second change consisted of smoothing out the surface in 

the region near the dipole-sun meridian plane above the 

neutral point. There were local oscillations of the sur

face there resulting probably from a defective current 

function. The extent of these corrections on the cross 

sections in the two planes of symmetry is shown in Figure 8, 

and an indication of their effect on the surface as a whole 

is given in Figure 7. 
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TABLB 3. Parameters for the solution surface. 

Parameters de~ining the asymptotic cross section. 

Parameters defining the moridian plane profile. 

A71 • 1.0166 A72 • 0.7480 A73 • 0.3370 A
7
4• 0.1970 

A
75

• 0.0300 

Non-zero parameters in g(u,v). 

A34• 0.3000 A36• o. 7 soo A40.-o.l400 A45 • o.12oo 

A3s· 0.1000 A3a· 0.2000 A43• 0.0900 

Non-zero parameters in h(u,v) • 

Al • 1 • .5388 A6 ·-0.0737 A11• 1.0400 A16 .-0.01)6 

A2 • 0.0277 A7 ·-0.7844 A12.o. 0720 A17• o. 02)0 

A) ·-1.6113 As • 0.)817 Al)• 0.5470 A1a· 1.7700 

A4 ·-0.24).5 A9 ·-0.0076 A14• 1.1)20 A19• 1.)2)0 

As ·-0.0184 A10• o.1o6o A15.-o. o243 A2o· o.os4o 

.A21. 0.0)00 

TABLB 4. Residual moments for the solution surface. 

n m Moment n m Moment n m Moment 

2 1 -0.0000) 5 1 0.00174 6 5 0.00389 

) 1 -o.oooo4 5 ) -0.00198 7 1 0.00026 

J J 0.00002 5 5 -0.00097 7 J 0.00009 

4 1 -0.00008 6 1 -0.00064 7 5 o.ool6J 

4 J 0.0000) 6 J -0.00026 7 7 -0.00077 
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B. Results & Conclusions. 

The solution of the problem of a magnetic dipole in a 

cold field-free plasma wind, as obtained in Section 7, is 

illustrated in Figurds 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

To relate this to the geomagnetic case, take the di

pole moment M to be .Jll gauss-(earth radii)J and the 

plasma to be ionized hydrogen. Then, using the computed 

moment s11 --7.00JO, equation 7.7 becomes 

where N
0 

is in proton/cc and U
0 

is in Km/sec. Mariner II 

data {6) suggests N .2.5 and u -soo, which gives ·R •9.16, 
o o n 

or in other words 9.J earth radii out to the subsolar 

point. This is entirely consistent with the experimental 

values {J4). 

Since the moment technique is the first approximate 

method of solution for this problem which also specifies 

the surface currents, it is the first which can be used to 

calculate the magnetic field everywhere. Appendix II 

develops the integrals necessary to calculate the field ~ 

in the two planes of symmetry where Bx vanishes. 

These integrals have been evaluated numerically at 

various points, for the surface calculated in Section 7, 

and plots have been made of the resulting magnetic fields. 

The heavy lines in Figure 9 show some representative mag-

netic field lines in the meridian plane and the lighter 
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lines in that zigure and in Figure 10, which shows the 

equatorial plane, show contours of constant field strength. 

The dotted lines in each figure give the contours of con-

stant field strength for the unperturbed dipole field. Of 

course zor the exact solution the zield strength outside. 

the surface should be zero everywhere, so the field 

strengths which were calculated outside the surface in 

these two figures give some idea of the accuracy of the 

indicated surface. To translate the relative zield 
2 .!. 

strengths multiply them by the factor J0•(MtN0U 0/~) 2 , 

1..rhich equals 5.77 "t (11•10-.S gauss) for a 500 Km/sec wind 

with 2.5 protons/co. 

For field strengths greater than about 64 the contours 

do not depart from the original dipole contours sufficient-

ly to show the difference. The field near the origin 

BaJ B(x,y,z)e is approximately: 
,... 0 -y 

2 B(x,O,O) • 4.)0-0.BOx 

2 
B(O,y,O) • 4.)0+2.17y 

B(O,O,z) • 4.)0+).)2z 

(8.2) 

Thus the compression of the magnetosphere (again using 

Mariner II data) increases the earth's field at the equa

tor by 26.9 'I at noon and 22.8 't at midnight and decreases 

it at the pole by 25.0.~. 

Before concluding this discussion of the field a few 

remarks concerning the topology of the zield are in order. 
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As pointed out by Johnson (10) the Cield lines divide 

into two essentially diCCerent groups: those that co-

rotate with the earth and those that always extend into 

the tail of the cavity. To see why this must be so con-

sider the line which passes through the neutral point N 

(see Figure 9); it fans out at that point over the entire 
. 

surface and in particular passes through the subsolar 

point S and the antisolar point A at z--oo. This 

line intersects the earth at some point E on the noon 

meridian. Since the earth is rotating, however, the line 

which intersects at the particular point E can be the 

neutral line Cor only an instant, and twelve hours later 

must intersect the earth at the point labeled E 1 and 

make a simple loop in the tail of the cavity, intersecting 

the equatorial plane at s'. The family of all such lines 

which pass through N at some instant each 24 hours Corm 

an envelope which divides the lines into two groupsa 1) 

those which intersect the earth at a latitude lower than E 

and therefore pass through the region outlined by SNE once 

each 24 hours, and 2) those which intersect the earth 

nearer the pole than E and therefore can pass through the 

meridian plane only in the region outlined by S 1 B1 ENA, 

Topologically the two regions occupied by these two groups 

of lines form interlocking tori (donuts). The field lines 

of the first group rotate rigidly with the earth. but 

the second group is conCined to the tail of the cavity and 
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there£ore rotates instead about its own centerline. This 

type o£ motion is re£erred to by Dungey (21) as twiddling. 

In reality, o£ course, the earth's axis of rotation does 

not coincide with the dipole axis, and neither are perpen

dicular to the wind direction, as in the present idealized 

case, but this does not qualitatively change the picture. 

Since Beard's approximate boundary condition is the 

only other method described in the literature for obtain

ing a solution to this problem, it is naturally of interest 

to compare the two solutions. 

Figure 11 gives hal£ the equatorial cross section 

(below the z axis) as given in the original article by 

Beard (15), and hal£ the meridian cross section (above the 

z axis) as given in a later treatment by Spreiter and 

Briggs (16). The Spreiter and Briggs section was used be

cause Beard gives only a hand drawn guess o£ the night 

side shape in the meridian plane in his original article. 

The dashed lines in Figure 11 represent the corresponding 

cross sections of the surface calculated by the moment 

technique. 

Figure 11 is plotted in units o£ Rn so the height of 

the neutral point coincides (by de£1nition) £or the two 

cases, but in order for Beard's solution to correspond to 

the same plasma momentum £lux density it is necessary to 

choose an approximate value for f (defined to be the 

fraction of the field just inside the surfa9e which is 
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contributed by the dipole). The subsolar point for Beard's 

surface is at 1.0.58 Rn• and the earth's field at that 

point is 

f ( 16 rr MtN u2 ) {" 
0 0 

(8.)) 

where equation 7.7 with s11--7.00JO is used to obtain the 

center expression. Solving this for f gives f•0.4714. 

For comparison, the corresponding f for the moment solu-

tion (obtained by using 1.0166 rather than 1.0.58) is 

f·0 • .5JOJ 1 

In a later article (J6) Beard refined his calcula-

tions by taking into account some of the surface current. 

He indicates that this makes the cross section be~ween the 

subsolar point and the neutral point slightly elliptical. 

decreasing the radius to the subsolar point by .B% and 

increasing the height of the neutral point about J%. This 

makes the shape (with proper choice of f) more nearly the 

same as the dashed curve in this region, but Beard has not 

yet extended his second approximation to any other parts 

of the surface. 

It was not possible to compare :fields outside as a 

test of the relative accuracy (as was done for the uniform 

pressure case) because the full three dimensional solution 

by Beard's technique'has not been published. Neither does 

Beard's method yield the surface currents, and these are 

necessary to calculate the fields. 
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It is un~ortunate that the complications encountered 

in this problem made it impossible to achieve the sort of 

accuracy obtained in the uni~orm pressure problem, but 

more accuracy in the calculations is probably not justi~i

ab1e anyway considering the inaccuracy in the mode1. In 

addition to all the possible objections mentioned in 

Section 2, there is one e~~ect which makes the pressure 

law o~ equation J.J inaccurate even i~ the plasma were 

truly collisionless, ~ield ~ree, stable and there~ore ~ree 

o~ any shock transitions. This is the ~act that a particle 

which glances o~~ the sur~ace just below the neutral point 

will be traveling at such an angle that it may glance o~~ 

the sur~ace again just above the neutral point. Thus the 

pressure in this region above the neutral point would 

exceed that given by equation 2.2. 

In conclusion, the moment technique is in principle a 

completely general approach ~or determination o~ the sur

~ace o~ separation between a per~ectly conducting plasma 

and a magnetic ~ield. However, in practice it can entail 

almost prohibitive di~~iculty except in cases o~ consider

able symmetry, such as the dipole in a uni~orm pressure 

plasma. An example o~ another problem o~ like symmetry 

~or which the moment technique should be use~ul is that o~ 

a gravitating plasma cloud surrounded by a magnetic ~ield 

which is uni~orm at in~inity. 
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APPRNDIX I Determination o~ the Sur~ace Thickness 

Consider a cold plasma ~lowing in the X direction 

(with velocity U
0 

at x--~) from a field free region into 

• region o~ magnetic ~ield ~·B(X)~y· Since a steady state 

solution is desired, the electric ~ield must be able to be 

expressed as the gradient o~ a scalar -~. Further, since 

nothing varies in the Y or Z directions, all quantities 

are functions only of X. Clearly the trajectories des-

cribed by the particles will be symmetrical with respect 

to their ingoing and outgoing sections, so we need consider 

explicitly only the ingoing particles. Let the velocity of 

these particles be 

(I-1) 

where p•e ~or the electrons, or p•i for the ions. The 

Y component of velocity does not enter the problem and so 

may be assumed zero without loss of generality. Further we 

will assume normal incidence, i.e. 

~ue to the absence o~ thermal motions, all particles 

of the same sign must penetrate to the same value of X, and 

so the flux of particles must be independent of X for all . 
X less than this maximum X. Our last assumption concern-

ing the boundary conditions on the problem will be that the 

velocity of the protons and electrons are equal at -~, as 

are the densities. There~ore we may write 

(I-2) 
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where N
0 

• Ni(-oo) • Ne(-oo) 

The equations of motion for the particles are 

M dV /dT • q (-'Vp+V X B) p ""'P p ~p ~ (I-J) 

and the Maxwell's equation relating the field and current 

becomes: 

dB • 8 TT ' q N \i dx L PPP p 
(I-4) 

The extra factor of two has been inserted here because both 

the ingoing and outgoing particles contributed equally to 

the current in the z direction, but N will be used to p 

refer to the particle density of the ingoing stream only. 

If we were now to impose the remaining Maxwell's equation, 

2 I 2 2 d ~ dX -4rreo (Ni-Ne), we would have an exact set of equa-

tions for the system. However this system of equations 

would be too difficult to solve. The system of equations 

that results if this condition is replaced by the approx-

imate relation 

(I-5) 

is very much simpler to solve. This approximation is cer-

tainly a good one, for the ratio of the Debye shielding 

length to the gyroradius for electrons, 0.12 B Ne-t (emu), 

is small in the cases of interest here. In fact, the solu-

tion of this approximate set of equations is probably more 

meaningful physically than the solution of the exact but 
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idealized (no thermal motions) set o~ equations. 

In order to put the remaining equations in dimension-

less ~orm,de~ine a set of units in terms o~ N
0

, U
0 

and 

the ion and electron masses. Let the unit magnetic ~ield 

be the field necessary to balance the pressure o~ the plasma 

~lux. The natural unit velocity is U
0

, and the unit 

length will be chosen as the geometrical mean o~ the Larmor 

radii o~ an ion and electron each traveling with unit veloc-

ity in unit magnetic field. The dimensionless variables 

(lower case letters) are thus de~ined as follows: 

.1. .1. 
X ,. x(MiMe/(16-rTMtN

0
) )2/e M a m(Mi Me )Z 

T • t(MiMe/(167T?<\N
0
u!> )t/e v • vU (I-6) 

0 

b ( 16 rr NtN u2
) t 

2 .1. 
B • ~ • <fJ U 

0 
( MiMe ) 2 

/ e 0 0 

In terms of these new variables equation I-J becomes: 

m dv /d t • s ( VA')+ v X b) 
p ""P p ..,.. ~p ""' (I-7) 

where s ·-1. e Likewise using 

equation I-5, equation I-4 becomes: 

db n 
2(m.+m )d-- • --(wi-w ) 

~ e x n e 
0 

(I-8) 

Combining equations I-2 and I-. .5: 

(I-9) 

Sum the z component of equation I-7 over p and 
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integrate over t (using the boundary condition w(- ).o) 

to obtain the equation expressing conservation of z momen-

tum: 

(I-10) 

Nultiply the z component of equation I-7 by wi• the x 

component by u, add and integrate over t to obtain the 

energy equations. 

im ( u 
2 

+ w
2 

) + s 4J • tm p p p p (I-ll) 

The constant of integration was fixed by the condition that 

w .o and 
p cfJ=O when u•l. To express 4J as a function of 

u multiply the x component of equation I-7 by s m , sum 
p p 

over p, use equation I-10 to eliminate the terms in b, 

write d/dt as ud/dx and integrate with respect to x. 

(I-12) 

Eliminating cp between these two equations, one may write 

w as a function of u p 

m w 
p p 

(I-13) 

The factor sp gives the proper sign to the square root. 

To obtain the conservation law for the x momentum 

flux, sum the x component of equation I-7 over p, multiply 

the right hand side by nu/n (•1 by equation I-9), eliminate 
0 

(w
1

-we) by equation I-8 and integrate with respect to t. 
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( I-14) 

The constant of integration is determined by the condition 

that b•O when U•l. 

Multiply equation I-8 by u, set nu/n •1, diCfereno 

tiate with respect to t and use equation I-7 to eliminate 

dw /dt. p 

(I-1.5) 

Using equation I-14 to express u as a function of b, 

rewrite this equation as: 

(I-16) 

Integrate this with respect to b and take the square root, 

( I-17) 

The constant of integration was determined by the fact that 

the derivative of B must vanish at x--wwhere u•l, and 

the sign of the square root was determined by the fact that 

b must increase with time on an ingoing orbit. If equation 

I-17 is multiplied by 2b, equation I-14 may be used to elim-

inate b. 

(I-18) 

Adopting the convention that u·O at t-o, this can be inte-

grated exactly. 

f2t - ln rc q - .;r+u] L 12 +11+U (I-19) 



The explicit expression for u is easily derived. 

(I-20) 

and integrated exactly to give 

x-t-2+212 lc-~~ 
lc+e J 

(I-21) 

where the convention is adopted that x-0 at t-o. Of course 

these formulae apply only for negative t, since they were 

derived for ingoing particles. 

Use equation I-20 in equation I-14 to obtain b. 

t 
2/2C e~ 

b• (I-22) 
( c+e./2t) 

The simplest way to obtain the trajectories is to note from 

equations I-lJ and I-17 that db/dt and w adz /dt are proporp p 

tional. Thus, choosing the convention that zp.o at t--oo 

where b•O, one can write: 

z -p 

2s 
...:.a b 
m 

p 
(I-2J) 

In plotting these results graphically in Figure 2, an arti-

ficial displacement z, which is the geometric mean of zi and 

-ze, is used because it is identical to 2b. A further 

advantage is that the total velocity on this artificial 

trajectory is just unity (see equation I-lJ) so that the 

time is equal to the arc length. 
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APPENDIX II Field Inside the Cavity. 

Once the proper sur~aoe and its current function have 

been determined, it is then a straight~orward matter to 

calculate the magnetic field at any point in space. Taking 

the curl of equation 6.1 and adding to it the gradient ot 

equation 7.5 one obtains the following expression for the 

field anywheres 

(II-1) 

Equation 7.7 has been used to eliminate the M/RnJ in the 

second term. 

For simplicity the field will be calculated only in 

the equatorial and meridian planes where Bx vanishes and 

it is necessary to integrate over only half the surface 

because of symmetry. The y and z components of equation 

II-1 are explicitlys 

B 
y Jj (x-x)-j (z-z) 

• J Z Z. X 2. 
0 

/r-r/ 3 
/3 "'2 "" 

dS + 

• J x z. y 2 dS + Jj (:r.-y)-j (x-x) 

o jr-riJ $ ,.., "' 

(II-2) 

By the same sort of coordinate transformations and sub-

stitutions which led from equation 6.4 to equation 6.10 

these equations becomes 
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+ r 2 2 2Ji 
LXz. +Yz. +~ (II-J) 

(II-4) 

The factor of two has been introduced because the integrals 

cover only half the surface. The first term in the inte-

grand of equation II-J covers the first quadrant and the 

second term covers the second or fourth quadrant depending 

upon whether y.o or x·O (i.e. depending upon whether the 

field is being calculated in the equatorial or meridian 

plane). Equation II-4 is to be used only for the meridian 

plane because Bz vanishes in the equatorial plane. 
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APPENDIX III Relation of Vector Moments to Scalar Moments 

As was pointed out in Section J, any solution of La

place's equation Which vanishes at infinity may be expanded 

in terms of the functions 

(III-1) 

Therefore the vector potential of the localized current 

system is 

(III-2) 

And likewise, for some appropriately defined parameters 

S~m' the scalar potential for the same current system is 

oo n 1 
o/Ct )·RnJ 0 L ~ L s~.D~m 

n•o m•o p•o 
(III-J) 

Now, if these two potentials are to give the same field, 

the following equation-must be true. 

(III-4) 

We will use this equation to deriTe certain relationships 

among the X1 s, Y's, z•s and S's. The equation 

V"·A(r)•O ,... ,..., (III-.5) 

will not introduce any additional relationships among the 

vector moments, because equation III-2 assumes that V 2A.O, ,.... 
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equation III-4 assures that VxV><AaO, V·A(oo)aO and, 
~ "' 

(III-6) 

However the derivation of the relationships is simpler and 

more symmetrical 1~ both equations III-4 and rrr-' are used 

together. 

Clearly the derivative operations will cause mixing 

between components of different m but the saae n, but 

will not mix components with different n. Thus equations 

III-4 and III-' together are really four scalar equations 

for each value of n. -
Explicitly these four equations are as followsa 

n 1 dDP dDP oDP 
L ~ sP nm zP --!!.!! + yP nm a 0 - - -nm ~X nm oy nm 0 z mao pao 

n 1 'dD~m ~D:m ()D~m 
2: 2: sP - - xP -+ zP 

~ 
a 0 

nm ay nm az nm mao p•O 

~D~m ~DP 'dDP 
(III-7) 

n 1 

L L sP yP nm xP nm 
- 0 - -+ -nm () z nm ax nm oY m•o paO 

n 1 C1D~m ~D~m 'dD~m 
L L xP + yP - + zP - • 0 
IB•O p•O Dill 'OX nm 'd)" nm oz 

In order to solve these equations and be able to express 

the s~m in terms of the x~... y:. and z~.. we must invest-

igate the derivatives of the DP and be able to express nm 

them in terms of linearly independent functions. To make 
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the algebra simpler, de~ine the ~ollowing new ~unction, 

n± • Do iD1 P:(cosO) 
:tim-± • n+l e nm nm nm (III-8) 

r 

and the operat orss 

d • 
± [:x + i~J ay d • 

0 [;z] (III-9) 

These operators, operating on the coordinates, giTe the 

£ollowing relations, 

d. r•cosO 
0 

2 sin 9 
r 

(III-10) 

and the partials o£ the D~m with respect to the coor

dinates are as follows: 

'dD* nm -· or 
-(n+l) 

r 

~n± 
nm • ± 1m n± 
~ nm 

-(n+l-m)P:+l + (n+l)cosO P: 

sin e 

(III-11) 

The derivative with respect to z can now be determined by 

inspection. 

(III-12) 
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To determine the other derivatives we need two recursion 

relations a 

(III-lJa) 

(III-lJb) 

Combining equations III-11 and III-10 for the first oper-

ator, one obtains in full: 

• :t:i(m+l)-
a D± .. X 

t nm n+2 r (III-14) 

Introducing equation III-lJa reduces this toa 

(III-lj) 

The equation corresponding to equation III-14 but with the 

+ reversed in the operator is the same as equation III-14 

except that the last term is positive and (m-1) appears in 

the exponent. Making these changes and introducing III-lJb 

reduces the equation to the following form. 

(III-16) 

Clearly this latter equation is not valid when m•O, but 
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since n:0 • n:0 , equation III-15 can be used in this ease. 

Before proceeding further, it is now necessary to 

reconvert to the ordinary cartesian derivatives. This is 

easily done; consider for example the x derivative of 

(III-17) 

The results of this conversion in compact notation are as 

follows s 

O~m~n 

l~m ~n 

l:Sm ~n 

. - p•O,l 

(III-18) 

These last two equations were obtained using the identity 

D~o • D~o· 
These equations express the (6n+J) derivatives of the 

D~m in terms of (2n+J) linearly independent functions. If 

these are substituted into equations III-7, then those 

equations will be satisfied if and only if the coefficient 

of each of these functions vanishes in each of the equations. 
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Clearly each o£ the equations III-7 is o£ the form 

(III-19) 

which implies the following relationships among its coeffi-

cientss 

(III-20) 

0 n( 0 1 ) 
"'no • 2" Unt•Vnl 15m ~n+l 

The four equations of III-7 can now be characterized by 

substituting S, X, Y and Z for U, V and W according to 

the following table. 

u v I w 

1 s -z y 
--r-· 

2 z s -X 

' -Y X 

I 

s 
4 X y z 

-------------

To eliminate the redundancies which exist among the rela-

tionships provided by these four equations, rewrite III-20 

by writing 1-p for p and multiplying the equation by 

( l-2p). 
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- (1+5181 ) [-(1-2p)u!;:1 -v~m-l] 
(III-21) 

+(n+l-m)(n-m)~l-2p)u!;~1- v~ •• ~ 

Now if we use equation III-20 for equation 1 and equation 

III-21 for equation 2, then first adding and then subtract-

ing the two equations gives the following equivalent but 

simpler equations. 

( 1+ 3181 )~~m+1 + ( 1-2p)z!::J •(n+l-m )~ l-2p)x!;;P -Y~.] 1 ~ m ~ n+l 

(III-22a) 

( n-m) [sP 1 - ( 1-2p) z 1 -P
1
l . ~ 1-2p) xl-p + yP l 

nm+ nm+ ~ ~ nm nmJ 
14 msn 

(III-22b) 

Do the same for equations J and 4 to obtain the simpler 

equations corresponding to that pair. 

1~ m~n 

(III-22c) 

(l+S. 1 )~1-2p)x1-P1+YP 1
l. (n+l-m)~P -(l-2p)z 1 -PJ l~m~n+l 

m L nm- nm-~ [nm nm j 
(III-22d) 

Rewrite equations III-22a and III-22d putting (m+l) for m. 

(l+~mo>[s~+(l-2p)z!:1. (n-m)~l-2p)x!;~1 - Y~m+~ 

(1+~mo>[Y~18+(1-2p)x!;~. (n-m>[ s~m+1-(1-2p)z!;~1 ] 

o6m~n p•O,l 

(III-23) 

It is now obvious that equations III-22b and III-22c are 
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redundant and may be ignored. It is also easy to verify 

that the last of equations III-20, which we have thus far 

ignored, is also included in equation III-2J. Thus if and 

only if these (4n+4) relationships are satisfied. equations 

III-7 are satisfied. 

These (4n+4) relationships specify the (2n+l) S 1 s in 

terms of the vector moments and giTe (2n+J) identities which 

must hold between the vector moments if they are to describe 

a curl-free magnetic field. Since there are (6n+J) vector 

moments, however, (2n-1) of them remain unspecified. This 

is just what one would expect. We can add to ! the grad

ient of any function 'f for which 

'V2cj;. 0 (III-24) 

without changing either the divergence or curl of A. Since 

the D~m are solutions of Laplace's equation the following 

form for r will satisfy equation III-24. 

(III-25) 

It is clear from equation III-18 that if '\ltf is added to 

a linear combination of the GP will be added to n-l,m 

each of the X~m' Y~m and z~.. Since there are just 

(2n-l) of the G~-l,m this accounts for the (2n-l) free par

ameters for each value of n. When the equations are derived 

which give in terms of the the quantities which can 
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be added to the Tector moments, they ~erely state that any-

thing can be added as long as equations III-2J are not 

violated. 

In practice, of course, every moment is fixed by the 

particular integral form of equatlon 6.J, and so there must 

be an additional (2n-l) equations which finish specifying 

them completely. For instance, for n•l equations III-2J 

give the following eight equations. 

0 
5 10 

1 
• X11 

0 
• -Yll 

0 
511 

0 
.. ylO • 

1 
-zll 

(III-26) 
1 511 

0 
• z11 

0 
• -x1o 

0 
xll 

1 
• yll -

0 
z1o 

Study of the integral forms reveals that the last three 

moments are not only equal to each other, they are identi-

cally zero. Thus the (2n-l) additional equations for n•l 

is 0 
zlo • o; however, there seems to be no simple way to 

obtain these additional equations in general. 
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APPENDIX IV Choice of the Trial Flux Function 

The symmetry of the wind problem dictates that the cur-

rent must be flowing in the x direction as it crosses the 

plane x-0. Thus on this plane- ~i • o. Likewise the sym-

metry of the surface about this plane requires that a z .. 0 ax 

there. Substituting these values into equation 5.9, it is 

clear that on the plane 
C}f 

• ±1. oY Although cartesian 

coordinates have been used in the body of the ~per, through-

out most of this appendix polar coordinates ( p .-) will be 

used, because the current function is more easily expressed 

in terms of them. The condition just derived then becomes 

The front view of the surface in figure ~ is 

in reality just a plot of the contour lines of f( f.-). 

The current line flowing along the x axis and then divid

ing to go around the outside edge is the line f( p .-)·0. 

Then since ~;·±.1 on the y axis, f( p ,!) must increase 

linearly from zero at p•O to one at p•l and then decrease 

linearly to zero again at p•2. It is also clear from 

Figure 4 that f( p .-) must have the same symmetry as sin;. 

Defining a(-) as half the asymptotic value of f• the 

simplest function satisfying all these conditions is the 

function 

(IV-1) 

Note that a(;)•l and that a is symmetric about both the 

x and y axes. Thus a must be a power series in ~cos2 -
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whose leading term is unity. Also define u•p/a, O~u~2. 

Obviously the f defined by eq~ation IV-1 is too sim-

ple. Among other things the ridge, whiph must occur at the 

neutral point, also occurs at U•l for all v. To remove 

this ridge. except at the neutral point, take 

f • a (IV-2) 

where h•h(u,v) must have the same symmetry as a(v) and hence 

depends on - only through v. Further, h must vanish at 

v•O ·to preserve the linearity of f on the y axis and be 

2 
greater than -(1-u) to keep the square root real. 

The condition for the current lines to be parallel and 

uniformly spaced near the origin is that 

1. 

;;(o,;) • sin- [1-thu(O,v~ [l+h(O,v)J -z • sinlf (IV-J) 

This means that h must satisfy the following condition: 

(IV-4) 

A further restriction on h is provided by another 

condition which is satisfied automatically by equation IV-1 

but not necessarily by equation IV-2. Since the magnetic 

field just inside the neutral point goes to zero, the surface 

there could support no pressure and must be parallel to the 

wind, Since zy is very large in that neighborhood, cos tjlfiAO, 

but zycosr~l. Reference to equation .5.8 shows, then, that 

unless f .o at the neutral point, j will be finite there. 
X Z 
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'df'( TT) ~a, 2 • 0 (IV-5) 

Note that a-1 Cor -- ~· In order to see if this con

dition is satisfied, it is necessary to take the limit of' 

because 'df Tr) 
~(a, 2 is indeterminate. 

at every point e~cept p .a, so the 

limit can not be taken in the f direction. Thus con-

dition IV-5 becomes 

Lim 'd t 
~ ( a-ah ( 1, v ) ) • 0 

--- ; op 

Assuming that the leading term of' h(l,v) 

(IV-6) 

is vn we know • 
that n~ 1 since h(u,o).o, and it is easy to see that 

equation IV -6 will be satisfied if and only if n > 2. 

Before attempting to specify h(u,v) further, it' is neces-

sary to consider the asymptotic properties of the surface. 

Since the true surface is well represented asymptot

ically by a circular cylinder of radius 2, 'consider such a 

cylindrical cavity in a diamagnetic medium with a maenetic 

dipole located at the origin and oriented along the y axis. 

The scalar potential of the magnetic field inside can be 

found by straightforward analytic procedures analogous to 

those used by Smyth (3S, p 177). The thing which is of 

interest is the potential just inside the surface for nega-

tive z. 

, dz 
c e (IV-7) 
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where b·.920S97. c'•l.228 and d-2.666; b and d are 

equal to half the values of the first and second zeros 

respectively of the derivative of the Bessel function of 

index one. The value of the constant m• will depend on 

the dipole strength. If we introduce an image dipole at 

z-2, thus effectively putting a diamagnetic plane at z-1, 

this formula becomes: 

. b d 
<P2 • 4 rr m sin- [ e z - c e z + ••• J (IV-8) 

where ca.868c'•l.066 and m•l.l58m'. 

Clearly then in order to use this formula for the 

approximate description of the field just inside the true 

surface for large negative z it is only necessary to 

change slightly the values of m and c. We can write 

immediately the currents which will flow on the circular 

cylinder at large negative z. 

(IV-9) 

. - (IV-10) 

Consider first the equatorial plane for the true sur-

face. In this plane df df 0, so equation 4.8 gives ----. ap ax 

jz 
oz of 

(IV-11) . - cos'f--ox oy 

where 
of (;)f since we are in the equatorial plane. 
ay • 

~· 
Bquation 5.10 simplifies to 

• 
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df d z -- --. [t- ( ~;>2] t 

Likewise, since 

oY ax 

az • o, equation s.4 becomes ay 

Ill [ + ( ~) 2 J -t cos, • 1 ax 

If equation IV-12 is solved for one obtains 

af [ oy • 1 + ( 

(:tV-12) 

(:XV-1)) 

(IV-14) 

Substituting equations IV-1) and IV-14 into equation :XV-11 

gives the following rigerous expression for the surface 

current in teras of the surface. 

-zx 
j • 

z 1 z 2 
+ X 

where z • 
X 

(:XV-15) 

Thus, to the extent that the surface current of the real 

problem can be equated to the current on a circular cylinder 

(equation IV-9, the surface must satisfy the following equa-

tion in the equatorial plane. 

z(2) • -oo (IV-16) 

Of course we only want a solution of this equation for large 

negative z, where zx is also large and negative, because 

it is only in this region that the equation is approximately 

true. Rewriting this last equation in the form 

(IV-17) 
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and using the ract that both z and zx are large and 

negative, it is clear that a rirst order approximation to 

the solution of this equation is given by the solution of 

which is bz • ln ~(2-x) 
m 

Thus to first order we may write 

b(2-x) 

(IV-18) 

(IV-19) 

(IV-20) 

and using this to replace l/zx2 in equation IV-17 gives the 

second order equationz 

which has the solution 

or explicitly for zx 

Jz [ bz' dz 'J ~ im e - ce dz 1 

-fl() 

j 
d 2 

~(l b>[2b(2-x} ~ 
m a m 

(IV-21) . 

(IV-22) 

+... (IV -2J) 

This equation is exact up to terms of order (2-x). Since 

we do not have any knowledge of the proper values for m 

or c, the last term is of no direct use. However, since 

it is only of order (2-x)-· 896 , it does indicate that the 

term of order (2-x) 0 vanishes. From equations IV-14 and 
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IV-2J lw-e can now obtain the desired condition on f. 

We will also consider the region for z--~ but 

0 <~. so that fp <o-r~. :rrom equations .5.8 and .5.10 again 

the following relationship holds for the true surface. 

(IV-2_5) 

When this is equated to the same ratio of currents for the 

cylinder at z--~ and solved, the following relationship 

is obtained. 

J.. 
-2 

(IV-26) 

At least for the case when a•l, equation IV-24 may be 

written 

(IV-27) 

where wa(l-tu). Since this must vanish at u•2(w•O), we 

can say first of all that 

h(2,1) • 0 (IV-28) 

Then expanding the right hand side in terms of w 

[1+!hu (2 ,1 1) W+[[1+thu (2 ,1)) [ 2+fhu ( 2,1) J- [1+!huu (2 ,1 1]] w2 •"(w3) 

(IV-29) 
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and equating coefficients gives the following relations 

(IV-)0) 

Likewise for a•l, equation IV-26 may be written 

where 
2 

e·l-l/(4b )•.705014, and this gives rise to the con-

dition 

(IV-)2) 

Next consider what additional restrictions may be 

imposed on h by the cross section of the surface in the 

equatorial plane near p-o. Since we desire that z(p) 

be symmetric in f , it is reasonable to ask that az 
~ 

contain no even powers of degree lower than four. Equation 

IV-12 shows that for this to be true p~~( p,O) must have 

a leading term of one and no odd powers lower than five. 

However, referring to equation IV-2, 

'af 1 [ po-< p.o) • u 1 - J< 1-u ) 
2 

+ h ( u, 1) ] (IV-))) 

Thus the square root must haTe the following functional form 

for small p 

[<l-u) 2 + h(u,l)Ji • l-u+tA 1uJ+!A2 u5+ &(u6 ) (IV-J4) 

Which on squaring both sides gives the equation 
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In order to see the quantitative relationship between A
1 

and A2 and the surface shape. insert equations IV-J4 and 

IV-J) into equation IV-12 to obtain 

(IV-J6) 

I£ we derine rc as the radius or curvature or the equato

rial cross section at p ·0 then it follows iiDIII.ediately 

that and equation IV-36 may be written ass 

4 
(Az a ) 

4r 4 
c 

(IV-J7) 

Part of the p3 term has been combined with the f term 

because the combination represents a truly circular cross 

section up to terms of order p 5. The remaining f J ter• 

then represents the lowest order deviation of the cross 

section rrom a circle. Ir we postulate that this is zero, 

that fixes the value of A2 for any given rc, and con

dition IV-35 becomes 

(IV-J8) 

We will now assume that h(u,v) can be written as a 

double power series in u and v. The following unusual 

form for the series was chosen to simplify the application 
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of the previous conditions, and to make the higher num-

bered parameters have a lesser effect on the surface. 

(IV-J9) 

+u2 (2-u) 2 [H4+(u-l)H,+(u-1)2H6 +(u-1)~7 .(u-1)4H~ 

where H1 avh11+v(l-v) [h12 +(2v-l)hiJ+(2v-1)2hi4+(2v-l)Jh1~ 

There are no v 0 terms in this series because b(u,o).o, 

and the remaining conditions on this series are obtained 

from equations IV-4, IV-J2, IV-J8, IV-6 and IV-JO. 

1) h(o,v)• -h (O,v)( 1-th (O,v) u u ) 

2) h(2,v)• (l-ev)hu(2,v)( l+fbu(2,v) ) -ev 

2 
J) h(u,l)s A1uJ-A 1u4 +Alu5+ ~(u6) 

~ 
4) h (1,0)·0 v 

(IV-40) 
5) h(2,1)·0 

6) h (2,1)-4b-2 
u 

?) 2 
h (2,1)•8b +4b-2 uu 

Equation 2) is partially redundant with 5) and 6) but is 

completely consistent with them. 

Consider first equations J), 5), 6) and ?). Since 

Hi•hil when V•l, these equations affect only the h 11 • 

If we wish to have A1 (which determines the radius of 

curvature at the origin) as a free parameter, then these 

equations put nine conditions on the hil' and 1 must go 

up to at least 8 as it does in equation IV-J9. It is an 
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easy matter then to show that these nine conditions are 

satisfied if and only if the hil are as followsa 

hol•hll-h21-o hJl·t-b 

2 
h41.(-12.5(1-2b)+A1 (A1 +6)+2b )/J2 

h 51 .(-(l-2b)+2A1 (A 1 +1)+8b2 )/J2 

h6l•(l0(1-2b)-6A 1 +12b2 )/J2 

2 h 71 .(9(1-2b)-2A1 (A 1 +1)+8b )/J2 

2 2 
h 81 -(2.5(1-2b)-A1 +2b )/J2 

(IV-41) 

Consider now condition 1). Since h(O,v) contains no powers 

of v higher than 

2 higher than v • 

can contain no powers 

Thus, using h 01 .h11.o, we have that 

and condition 1) becomes explicitlya 

(IV-42) 

where s•(2v-l) for brevity, At this point we will set 

h 12 -A 2 , since it will be convenient to use it as one of 

the variable parameters. Equating coefficients of the 

various powers of v and solving givess 

(IV-4J) 

The last three equations just state explicity the conclusion 
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reached prior to equation IV-42. De~ine now the quantities 

Fjshoj+2h1 j+~h2 j and Dj•hlj+4h2 j-4hJj in terms of which 

the quantities appearing in condition 2) may be written 

explicitly (note that s-2v-l). 

(IV-44) 

Set V•l and compare with equations 5) and 6) to see 

that :r1 -o and n 1 -4b-2. Further by the same sort of argu

ment used in conjunction with condition 1), it is clear 

that n 3.n4 .n5.o, and condition 2) becomes explicitly& 

(l-v)(F2 +sF3 +s
2

1'4 +s3:r5 ) .. (l-ev~1 +D2 -vn~[l+tv(D 1 +D2 -vn2 ~ -e 

(IV-4.5) 

Equating coefficients of the powers of v gives the 

relationships: 

F2 -(2-e)(D2 +2D1 )(D2 +2D1+16)/J2-2e 

2 :r3 -o2 (-eD2 +8D1 (1-e)-16e)/J2 + eD1 /8 

F4-o2 (D2 (e-2)-4eD1 )/J2 

2 
F.5•eD2 /J2 

n3-n4 .n
5
.o 

( IV-46) 

The last three equations, inferred earlier, are given for 

completeness. As a result of the redundancy of 2), .5) and 
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6) only four new relations were needed to guarantee that the 

coefficients of all five different powers of v in equation 

IV-4' vanish. If we add to these seven equations the equa

tion D2 .A
3 

(i.e. make it one of the arbitrary parameters), 

the resultant eight equations can easily be used to obtain 

more coefficients in terms of A2 and A3 • 

h22 .(2-e)(AJ+8b-4)(AJ+8b+l2)/128-A2 (16+A 2 )/64-te 

hJ2•h22+(A2-A))/4 

h33 ~h23 -A3 (-eA3 +J2b(l-e)-16)/128+te(b-t)
2 

2 
hJ4•h24.AJ(A)(e-2)-8e(2b-l))/128+A2 /64 

2 
h 3,.h2 ,·eA3/128 

(IV-47) 

Finally, consider condition 4). Since h(l,v) •H0+H1 +H2 +H3 + 

+H4 , this condition becomes: 

The unknowns in this equation are h42 , h4J• h44 and h4S• 

one of which may be taken as determined by the equation in 

terms of the other three. We will choose to determine h42 • 

(IV-49) 

Now all the equations IV-40 are satisfied and 23 of 

the original 4' parameters hij are fixed by the equations 
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IV-41, IV-4J, IV-47 and IV-49 and the remaining 22 free 

parameters are A1 , A2 , AJ and hij (i-4,5,6,7,8 and j•2,J, 

4,5 omitting h42)• 

Despite the care taken to keep h as general as 

possible, it appeared when convergence was attempted that 

there was still not sufficient flexibility in f to approach 

the true f very closely. In order to provide additional 

flexibility equation IV-2 was multiplied by e raised to 

the power of an arbitrary function. 

(IV-50) 

This new factor is non-negative, as it must be, but of 

course some conditions must be placed on g(u,v) so that 

f will still satisfy the conditions for which we so labo-

riously adjusted h(u,v). A review of these conditions 

shows that none will be violated if g(u,v) obeys the fol-

lowing simple restrictions: 

g(u,o).o g(O,v)·O 

(IV-51) 

In a sense the condition described in equations IV-J7 and 

IV-J8 is still »tampered with" in that if g0 ~o then r
0 

(the radius of curvature at the ~ub~olar point) is altered. 

(IV-52) 
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Also the postulated condition that the cross section is 

circular to terms of order u.S will be violated unless 

the following relation is satisfied. 

(IV-.SJ) 

With these considerations in mind we will choose g to be 

of the form: 

g(u,v) • vu
2
(1-tul

2 [go ~+U+(A1+t 
J 2 

+ v(l-v)u(l-tu) L L 
i•o j•o 

2] 2 Jl -g0 )u +g2u +g3u J + 

i j 
giju v 

The gij are related to the Ai as follows: 

(IV-54) 

(IV-.S.S) 

The hij in equation IV-J9 which are not given by equations 

IV-41, IV-4J. IV-47 or IV-49 are related to the Ai accord

ing to the following schemes 

~ 4 s 6 
1 

7 8 

2 A4 A7 A12 Al9 

J A.S A6 As AlJ A20 (IV-56) 

4 A9 AlO All Al4 
I 

A21 

.s Al5 Al6 A17 
--~----

Al8 A22 

Note that the A1 in equations IV-40 to IV-54 is not equal to 

the parameter A1 but rather to 1 over the parameter squared. 

This was done so that the parameter A1 might equal the 

radius of curvature in the xz plane at the subsolar point. 
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APPENDIX V Program Cor Numerical Calculations. 

This problem is one Cor which the numerical calculations 

are quite involved and lengthy •. Therefore considerable 

eCfort was expended in attempting to optimize the method of 

calculation. There are two basic time consuming operationss 

1) tracing the curves f•constant and storing the coordinates 

and their derivatives at the points to be used in the inte

grations, and 2) performing the double integration .over these 

points to obtain the moments. To give some idea of the time 

required, it was found that when the first 16 moments were 

calculated simultaneously, each of the two operations took 

roughly 25 seconds (of 7090 time) when about 1200 points 

were used in the integrands. Thus it takes about 18 minutes 

to calculate the Hij (partial derivatives of the moments 

with respect to the parameters) for 20 different parameters. 

Clearly then it is important to determine the most 

efficient way to obtain a given accuracy in the moments of 

equation 7.2. First of all, consider the integration over 

f. This has a well defined range (0 to 1) and the integrand 

(the inner integral over s) can be just as easily calculated 

at any value of f as at any other. Therefore some sort of 

Gaussian quadrature is obviously called for. However, it 

was found that even Gaussian quadrature, which tends to con

centrate points near the ends of the range, did not concen

trate enough points near the f·O end of the range, because 

this region contains the current lines which go far back into 

the tail and contribute heavily to many of the moments. To 
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improve the situation the following transformation of vari-

ables was made: 

(V-1) 

Now the integral (as a function of k) runs from -1 to 1 and 

also has the factor f(k+l) in its integrand. The integrand 

already vanished at k•l (f•l) but now it vanishes at ka-1 as 

well. Thus a further advantage can be gained by integra

ting over k by means of Radau quadrature (a type of Gaussian 

quadrature which includes the end points of the range). The 

formula for Radau quadrature, when F(±l)•O, is as follows: 

where 

1 

J F(k)dk • 
-1 

(V-2) 

PN(k) is the Nth order Legendre polynomial, and kj are the 

roots of dPN+l(k)/dk. The formula becomes exact when F(k) 

is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to (2N+l). 

Restate the abo~e formula in terms of f, and absorb 

the factor t(k+l) into the weights to obtain: 

(V-)) 

where 

and kj are the roots of dPN+l(k)/dk. 

At the beginning of the program a subroutine called 

START computes and stores for later use the fj and Wj which 
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are appropriate for the specified number of curves (N). 

The integrals over S (along the curves), ho~ever, can 

not be done by a Gaussian guadrature, because the point$ of 

the integrand must be set up as the curve is traced and the 

length of the curve is not known before it has been traced. 

All things considered, it seemed best to do this integration 

by Simpson's method, varying the interval size over each 

successive pair of intervals. Starting from some initial 

interval size, the interval was halved (if it was greater 

than some minimum) whenever the curve was turning too rapid

ly to be followed accurately enough or z was changing too 

rapidly to be calculated accurately enough. Likewise it was 

doubled (if it was less than the initial interval) whenever 

the curve was flat enough and z was changing slowly enough. 

The exact criteria for these changes are best understood by 

reference to the flow diagram for the TRACB subroutine on 

page lo4. These criteria were determined quantitatively by 

trial and error. It was further found, by analysis of the 

integrals along individual curves, that the same initial 

interval size gave different accuracy for different curves, 

so a formula was developed (again by trial and error) which 

gives the optimum initial interval for each curve as a func

tion of a basic interval size (called DSI in the program). 

In performing the integrations over the curves, either 

for the moments or the magnetic fields, the integral over 

the last partial interval can be done with the same accuracy 

as the rest of the curve by fitting a parabola to it, since 
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it is known that the rate of change of the integrand with 

respect to s is zero at the ends of the curves. 

The entire program uses about 12,000 storage locations, 

so this leaves about 20,000 locations for storage of TRACB 

results. When )0 curves are traced it is appropriate to use 

a basic interval of 0.07 and this requires about 2750 points 

in the integrand or 19,250 locations for storage. Thus the 

program was written for a maximum of )0 curves. When this 

maximum is used the moments are probably accurate to four 

decimal places. During most of the convergence process it 

is more economical to use 20 curves and DSI•O.ll, as this 

requires only 1200 points in the integrands and takes a pro

portionately shorter time to run. The resulting accuracy is 

still slightly more than three decimal places. 

The next four pages contain flow diagrams of the three 

programs used and all the subroutines with any significant 

logical structure, and the four pages after that contain a 

reproduction of the final form of the Fortran program used. 
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FLO\v DIAGRAM OF CONTROL PROGRAM 

Read control data and Ai = Ai +dA r 
input parameters. t 
Set up for integrations. Necessary to retrace? 

Read input moments. ~YBS 

t NO TRACE curves. 

Are moments NO Are they t 
included? needed? Are moments needed? 

YES t NO fYES NO tYES 

Read K-1 input Traoe curves Calc. MOMENTs 

equations and ~ Calc. MOMB:NTs Store Hij 
write them out PLOT surface 1 'iri t e & punch I 

t Print and lout results. i 
MKz21? I punch moments t I 

I 

NO t Interpolate z coord. I 
Read list Have curves tyES at ends of curves to 

I ~ 
been traced? 

r--
of param. 11 equally spaced pt 5. 

t NOt and store in zmJ I 
I 
I 

rEs Is it TRACE curves J--~ m=i,2, ..•.• 11 I 
r-

t empty? 

t NO 2mJ"' 2mJ-2m21 
NO jJ .. 21?1 

Read DA lYES r--
weights. A. = Ai =dA Punch out zmJ ). 

Set J::21 m=i,ll 

_i 
Write out zmh 

YES IJ,.,2o?l 

JNo m=l,ll h=K,J 

J =21 ?J YES, l J :K-lj 

Is ALTER NO t t 
to be used J=J+l 

YES NO i =no. of next 

ALTER 
param. in list 

_t t 
EXIT 

YES I L NO 
l i=O? J 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR TRACE 

Enter: DSicbasic interval n =n + 1, set i=-1 
NF=number of curves Set up variables for 

set n=O start of' nth curve. 

t 
i .. i +2' set m=O, Store (x.y) etc. in (xo,yo) etc. 

J NO i 
I m.,2? I mzm+l, Extrapolate (X t y) I , 

f YES a distance DS along the 

Calc. z at last tangent & call new (X' y) 

2 pts.(Simpson's P. Compute storaee index 

rule) and store. l 
t Index too large 

16DSI DS=,5DS, m"'O for memory? YESJ.EXIT so 
(x,y) .... (x

0
,y

0
) > z"dz? NO NO 

YES t x<O?l YESJm::2?l !\OJn=NF? 
. J l • J L 

Printout requested? J NO YEsj_ tYES 
~0 tYES Calc. z at last [Return 

!Print results I point and store 

_ _j 
ERR < .06 DSI? _j Calc. CURrant fn. and its 

NO JYES derivatives at new (x,y). 
NO-jiJs initial DS?j r-+' Move (x.y) ...1. toe tangent to 

~YES get back on curve, ERR= 
NO ~z·dz< 4DSI? I (Dist. •m•ved since P )2/ns2 

iYES 

I DS=2DS I First correction since P? 

t iYES NO 

~ i> 498? J -{DS ~. OOOJ? I Adjust (x,y) 

tyES tYES to make arc 

l EXIT J YERR >. 2DSI ?j length=DS. Get 
jYES new tangent. 

Store results. 
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF MOMENT FLOW DIAGRAM OF ALTER 

Enter: LM·highest order mom. Enter: NMaNo. of moments 

NM:aNo. moments of' order ::i LM NP=No. of parameters 

Gk=moments,NFQ No. of curves 
th 

NI =No. pts. on n curve. n 

Gimmoments 

i, j=l,2 ••• NM 

k=1,2 ••• NM throughout k, n•l, 2 ••• NP-NM 

n=O Gk•O t 
Set up Is no. of 

n:an+l, i·-1, Tk .... o for inte- NO curves un· 

Calc. initial z for this curve grations. changed? 

t + YESt 

jcj+l ...---{i-1+2, j-il Hiij•(Hij)-1 

Set up index _i t 
for data at YBS 'i+j=J? I HJin= f HiijHjn+M 
point i+j=J NO t 

HKkn .. f(HJikHJin+Skd/U 
r 

Take data from storage t 
Calc. em. s m• Q.nm by dA l =-~ Hli j G j 
recur. relations (6.14) 

Calc. integrands (6.1,5) ~ 
and store in Dkj 

2:.. -1 , I .2 
V2 k""n,i(HK)kniiJindAi Ui 

t t 
I i~Nin?~ Add to Tk the dA j adA j = k HJjkV2k 

~YES integral over 
NO 1 

j .. J? I the remaining I 

YES interval and 

dAk+M .. v2k 

t 
partial inter. Increase parameters by 

l i·l? j NO dAm. TRACI curves and 

YESl Tk.Tk+DS• (Dkl 

l Dkl.DkJr +4Dk2 +DkJ) /J 

t 
NO I i = NI~ l Gk""Gk+T k ·wt. 

calculate MOMENTs. 

Print out changes in 

moments and parameters 

and PLOT new surface. 

yYBS' t 1 NO 
Add to Tk the inte- I n=NF? 

YES1 NO Repeat? Return. 

gral over remaining t YES 

partial interval. l R'eturn 
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF FIELD FLOW DIAGRAM OF SAMPLE 

Read in NF,DS,NT,DST &: input Read list of param. to 
param., &: write them out. be varied & input param. 

1 NF > O?r 
NO Set up erid 

t 
of points. 

YES Angle subscript i=l,ll 
Set up for NF curves. TRACE Radial subscript n .. l,20 
curves &. calc. dipole MOMENT Set kmO, jm0 0 Glin ::0 
Read next card, first digit= t 
IT, next 14 numbers=Ti. Fin .. f at each point 

t Gin =1 00 ( IV fl -Glin) 

rl j =O } YEs I IT .. l 1 r NO t 
1 I k > 0? 1 YES 

X. . =T i l.+J • j=j+14 NO i 
Note: Y•X2' zi •Xi +2' i=1,14 Print out Fin 

T YES Gin""•OlGin r j > 42? I 01 in""0 in 
YES NO xj+l•O,Read t 

IT> 1? ~ next card. Print out 0 in 1No A. =A.- 01 J J • 
MZ=O MZ=M'Z+1Hz:r.IZ+l c:O? I ksk+l 

NO iYBS j=no. of kth param. 
Calc. field comp. of surf. A j =A j +.01 --
Logic of this block ident-

~ us..jnxrT) ical to MOMENT subroutine, 
except that BYk & BZk k•l-, 
MZ replace T k &:. integrand 
taken from (I-J) & (I-4) t 
rather than (6.14) &(6.15) I IT:c1? l NO 1NT > O? NO ~EXIT 

~ YES YES~ + 
For each of the MZ field points: 'T'RACE NT equally 

~ 

Calc. mag. &: dir. of dipole, surface spaced curves, & 

& total fields and print out results. print at each pt. 
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CD"lTROl PR.OGiU,frol 

C(1»MON W, A, I A, P, "4lo ~f, FQ., ~o~R, G 1 H, U ,v.Nt • IK,Q 
'JI,.EfiiSI U·'f WI tO(•) ,AI tiC.) ,I A120),P190J ,FRf 301 tWR 1301 t~GOO I ~HI 20,201 

1 ,ui2C I, VI 15 l ,Nil 3(' l, IKI HI ,CI1JOCOI ,ZDOI,'I't 30I 1 llBillo21 J 
q(AO I"'PUT TAPE ::>,1,Nt~,•.u.o,-..M,NS,Nf,DS,Dl,t'4F2,DS2,1R 

1 FClRMATiS13,2F5.3,13,FS.3,!ol 
f)Q j 1=1' 5J 
Qf-hO INPUT TAPF 5,2,JJ,Al 
Ffl'<"'AT{ l2,F8. 5 I 
IF I I J J 3,4, 3 

3 Af!JI=Al 
4 CALL STA~T 

CALL PSE T 
Rf~f" t"'PUT TAPE 5 0 6,18,0UP"I,{1Jftl,l'=l,l5) 

~ fl,R.,.Allt2,F:>.3,Fll.:>,CF9.518F9.5) 
If I I K l 14, 7,1L 

1 ':All f~ACEf0<;,-1) 

C~Ll MCM::'IITt'-1<;) 
r.J tl I "'1.15 

d v' !I I =G I I l 
I 0::9~ 
""ITE OUf,..UT TAPE 7,(-,!C,IlU,.,IVIIJ,I=l,l:ll 
,..- ~Ll PLUT 
,.-'JH OUTPUT TAPE 6,G,Gf3vl,IVIIJ,I::l,lSI 
f-ti'-'MATil5HJOIPC1lE fl'lf1JoOENT=FY.O,t.lH A"lD "''JMPHS 21 3l 33 41 43 Sl S3 

1 ::>'J 61 b3 65 7l 13 7"i 77 Hf 11H::JF12.S 1 7F"'.5,1F8.5) 
1~'1'~<;-tiJ 12,1\.1,' 

1 J ·""" 1 ':>+4•1 •,$/ ~I+ 5• I \iS /llJ+o..jSI~ I 
~·-'.JTL: GUTPUT TAPO:: 6tll,IC.IIJ,I=Hl,~IIO 

ll F•.-<M.-.Til-'>HI"'HIC.r-EI( I>IQ!ol':"fTS= 4F\1.5,t0F8.5J 
12 .. ~Jlf OUTPUT TAPE 6d1.11JIIld=1,15) 
13 F~HI'If1Tf2l•f1Cf',<,'{!:CTIU"' l::UUATI•l~S /llHOfl2.5,7F9.5,1F8.S/3HOIAI 
14 lU 1 ') K'" 1 1 20 

-<:Co\0 l"lPUT TI\P( 5,6,JAIKJ,Ufl<l,(HI!,I(J,I=1.1Sl 
u!K)=l.-UIKI 
!FIIAIKII 17.17.15 

t<; ,..,JT!: CUTPUT TAPE 6o16,IAIK),IHII,K),(;l,l<;J 
lo FL.J~~I\TflHJ!2,Fl0.5,7F9.5,7F8.51 

:';'l frl 4b 
17 ~(11.0 I"'PUT Th.I-'E ~,td,IIAIIJ,I=K,2C) 

lt~ FO~MATI2'JI2l 

IFf !All<) I 4b,46,19 
I~ ¥ "'= 1 6+2•11(1; I 111 +(I(-; I 13 J 

..l:f~r II'.IPUT TWE S,,£Q,(UI!I,!=K 0 K"'I 
2.:; ~l!2.~ATil~F4.1J 

L'Ll 21 f::K,20 
21 'JI I I= 1.-UIIl 

J=21 
If II 0 I 22, 3•J, 22 

n (All TQ:fi(Fit)o;,,-1) 
Gti l[l jlJ 

~ 3 J o;>l(- 1 
t4 J=J+l 

JI =I<\ I J I 
IF I J I l 't4, 4'-,l':> 

:·" ,~I J l I =A I J I J +IJA 
IF! J 1- fC I 2&, 26 1 27 

:o CALL PSE T 
(hLL T~ACE!f,<;,-11 

?7 lf I!!" I 31, ?tl, .::1::1 
.. e 'ALl "'rJME'tT (7) 

,,,, 2-, 1=1.15 
Z'~ ••l: • J I= I.:;( I )-'1 I II I /uA 

l'~'"' 1.-ut J 1 
~~;Jr ~UTPUT TAPF 6 1 1~,{A(J),(HIJ,JI,J:l,l'.:>) 
~'{ITt nuTVUT TAt'c 7,'.,1.\IJJ,UP,IHII,Jl.I=lol'.il 

3' ''L• JI '\•l,NF 
\,J-=';F-+1-"i 
I:, 'f ~=It< I·,, ll-4 
l I'JJ l =IJ{ I'I!"JCXJ + a?•<;! I'JlJE X- 21•1.'ll'I[,LX+ 11 

__ v 1 ~J 1 "'1 a-r:-< t n 
(=-. 

}9 "'"'loll 
J=A+.:'>I3333333 

·- ! ' 3 " ~ '\ " l • ·~ f 
:rrn·.1-n 3?,~6,'~) 

-. 1.1··Tf1WC 
11 1 r r '·- 2 1 ~ 6, ~ ':>, 3 4 

IF!".-':FJ 3";;,'~7,37 

}'5 [F(Y('.)-;i-)(+Y(~J-1)) }fl,)0 0 ~7 

3'> ()=Y('.+i) 
! ~ = l I . 111 I 
,_, TlJ 3d 

~ f \ :.=Y t "'-2 l 
'3-=l t "J-.C) 

1<; \.2=YI"d 
!,=ll;) 
· l =Y ( '>-11 
lt I '-',Jl=l2-l (.(:-X 1•1 I Xl-Xl•tZ2-l3l/IX2-ll'3 J-t lO-X I• HIN-ll-Z2 I/ 

1 1Xl-12llii"O-X31 
!fiJ-Zl) 40,42,4.' 

4" \( J 1 I =At Jl 1-:JA 
ll·=: 41 ~ .. 1, 11 

41 lEifroi,JI,.IlEIM,J)-lEP.',2llliOA 
42 "-'!fCC CUTPUT TAPE 7,43,JI.IlEIM,J),"'=l,lll 
43 F(•-<,..1\T 112 ollF 6. 3 I 

l F I J-2·) J 24, '-4, 2 3 
44 r.~<!!t. nuTPUT TAPE 6,4S.CIAIII 0 1ZE(M,II 1 M"'l,llJ,(:r~,J} 

1 ,!C,UEt~,2ll,M=l,lll 

4~ Fl''{~I\Tf4~HlR'\TE OF CHA,.GE OF CRPSS SECTIO~J WITH RBSPECT TO II 
1 11HiJI2,11F1.~.4)) 

46 Hlltll 49,47,47 
47 Il-l...,t~J 4e,49,4e 
4S (All ALTE'RI"o·~,NP,,_M,,_.S,'~F2,DS21 

49 (All EXIT 
::w 

LATA CARDS FO~ Cfl"'TQ.Ol PRG.:.RA,. 

,_,G. OF 
Cl.Rr-5 COLU,..NS 

1 1-J '-'U"~nF~ OF ALT R CYCLI:'S DESJIHC. 
4-6 'iU"~E~ (lf PARA ffE:{S t~.PI 1/A~HO P.Y ALit~ I~.C')l 
7-~ 'W"'·oEK LF ~·o~E TS C0~'3.10FR.Efl 13Y AlTEI{ 1~151 
u:-12 n;...,"t~ flf HIGHE T I'II"'Mf:NTS Crlfo'l'llltC t!lvl 
13-l'J "'U~'BF.'l: Gf CU..:'-1 S TO{t..CEC "Y CCJ;TI<.Gl ti:'0\:,1 
l6-2·j ijb.<;JC 1'-ITC.~IJAL 0"< TH:.S~ CUI{vrs t'i'...,.llCI 
21-25 PA~.A"::'lfi< l'iCl;:l"f\of$ USEn TU CALf~UlAJE 1-ll.JI t?O.C'3CI 
26-2~ ~1\J,Yr,f-K rF (UK'/[5 f'{~(EG p,y 1\lfl~ 1~3:.1 
2'<-3~ tiA':.IC I".TEP:IJAL r·, THES~ CU~IJ':'> ('Z":>.llul 
34-3-1 ..,I ~H<':ST LOCAT!f'". OF r~=-:J~Awt p,. STLRA{',f ('i"ll':IO:l 

·""":Nf Cl.HO F'"~ ;:'A(H •,n'-l-li:'J PHI:A"'ET!Cot. C':'LU'""''S 1-2 COIIIJAI~ I'fS 
',i.J,.,t,[rl. A.i~ 3-L ':tJ'•l~l·i ITS 'IALUE. !FC:<."AT 00.\:JUOC·I. 
f'ILA"il< (A <I.[', 
(OLt..,..'l<; 1-/ UF T.t[ fi'.Sl [~q1 {()";T:\1.". lh A•,O A SET fJF ""C.o!ENTS 
FflllCo.i. I~' 18> .' THe ~'Pv_.-'1\"1 .. ILL USE THESE )110/"Er>~T<;• IF IB"O 
IHdll CALCUlATE ITS [1,.,\, '•~IJ Jr 113<0 IT !Oill ONLY fiGLP-l.t 
CROSS SECTIO~S. "fUo U-' 'S ,JF T~--<15 A~lD THE fi.JllC.iil>.jG TVPE Ail:E 
PUI>iCHED B'f THE t>R(i0ri.AM 'o.~""'E'-.EVEI'< CALCIJLAH-C. 

2"1 ON[ PAIR OF (A~CS FU~ [A(rl Pl\f\A"'i'TC:K lflJP loHICH friE H(I,JI Aq,E 
KNO'ftNI TO H USE'O eY ALTE"· THE Flt)ST (AKO (01'\Ul"'S TH!" 
PARA"'CTER 'IU~~EP IKl l'j ([JLUI":'-S l-2 A'iO 0"4!.. ""lril:<i THt PARAfi'IETER 
"EI~J-,T I'll 3-7 tFnKMAT C'.C'On), TH~ Hl!,f(l FullOIIa 
~L/.1\ll< CI\•F>S. 
LI~T OF PARA,..ETE-RS 12 COLU"'NS [ACHJ FOK .oHICH .-..a.- HIJ,JI ARE 
TO BE- (.ALflJLATED. C'lllY THC: FIRST 12:.-~•0 •olll Bll OONEj AND 
fiNLY THE Fl~ST OW-NJ ~o~ILL P.t c~EQ BY ALTE.~. 

'<E"iPECTI\I'F. \oiEI~HTS !ACTUALLY~-.: "1I"iUS ,.ti(.HTS} TO I:IE USE-D 
odTJ-, A':HJV!:: PARA"'f-H~S !FO'l"'Al .G-r•). 

SU'"l~tUTI ,[ C.UK("f,J,Q.,<;,(,F,FX,FY,FS) 
C'JI-'M(-:•, lot, A, 11., 1-' 

L'I,.L',.<;HJ·~ ,.[l•~q,.-.caCJ,I<\!20),:>t~Gl,Gilllo"iiE2l 

: r I '<-11 lo 1, 4 
l V=C•C 

=V+V-!. 
12=2.•'": 
•1=1.5•1' 
v'?=-2.•V 
T =.:.I 62 l + "•I :..t,J ~ l + 'l•A (6 .. J I 
"'-~-" l. t'J" I A I~ 1 I+ ll.-'1) • T) 

r =- I ' {I, 1 l- ~ • I-+ 2 , • 'I • I 1.- v' I • I -'l. I 6 3 l +r: 2 •A I 6 4 I l I I Ab 
1 =- ".{ -:q ) • I l. I .l. I l ) "" 2 +. f •-.:. I 311 l +A I 32 l 

'" 2 1(=-1.1.'•' 
, {I( 1 =-A { r<+ 3 '> l •V•I.'.Ifl(+_l4 l ,._. ot.l "+ 5S l J 

C I :<. + l I = ·~ I I'; + ~ '• J + V :" •,. I ~ + I i l 
1 K=l.tn,: 

4 IF I J l 6,.<,, ':> 

1,=-,,/l.t. 

'=-lJ-1. 

~ = 1 1.-. S•u 1 ··-· 
·. 2-" 'U 31) +U • I.-. I 1ll +U• t I 1 +U•A I) 1 Ill 
-, 3 = G I ll +U • I .. I 4 I+ l' • I G I 1J +l' •l,{ I'": l I l 
, 4 =- E • It •·~ <'+I 1 • - v l • r, 31 
"=- ~ ..,pr 1 v•',4 1 

, J =- ~4 + V • <:: • I I 1.- V J • I G I 2 I +U • I •_,I 5 J + U • I G I ~ l +U •'• I 11 I l I 1-G 31 
-:, U= 'I • I:_ • I E • t ~I H J + 2. •U• I ~. 1 • 1 • 5 •U • 6.1 3 3 l l l- 2. • T •G 2 I 

1 +ll.-Vl•I~•ICI4J+!.•u•I(~I7J+l.S•u•::;tl.~lli-T•G3ll 

Tl:Hl41l+T•IHI5ll+T•IHI ~I l+T•IHI7ll+T•Hinlll) l 
T2=-HI42l•T• 1._,1 'i2J+T•I·-'! ~L J +T•Ir-'172J+T•Hib2l )) I 
..;r-o=V•i'"'lll +i._,•lf--<llli+U•(>-l\Z1l+l3•(1-11 )(I+R•Tlllll 
~-v = ,_,I 2 J +u• I·· I 1? J +\•* I HI 2? l +ii•l HI 32 l ,p; • T 2 J I I 
'\...-"1/" I •·Ill l + "'. •·J•I "{: l J +I ?.-I. 5•UI •t·q 31 H 12. •U•U-6. •U:t4, J•T 11 

1 •~•CJ•"•"-•f~{ i.J+2.•1•(hlt;ll•l.5•T•IHI7ll+Ht8ll•fl.75llll 
<, ( ~ S ~K T t- ( T" T + ---<t·) 

lf!Sl,) 1,1,:,1 
7 •"[l~ •,UTI-'Vl llli-_ ~,J,'>oJ,..__•,(,.,(gf) 

F·.-l.M'di4H >•=FL .• 7,7~-< f'J>< U=F1;-,.7,cJH A'-.1CJ COS,.flt.T,7H ftl18i~Fb,(•) 

1 CI:.L l [.(IT 
1) F\ =-":id•ll.-Sl.il-IT+,S•._.IJ)/<:,.., 

T T=\1.-'i)) /U 

f'-:<;•t;:G•f\J 
F=~B•S•i:u•/1.-'..ul 

F':=(. •EG•I TT-" •" •! 2. •I T T•uJ+~F•I T T-FU I 1- (HV/St;.liUJ I 
FX=fll;e(-FIJ•S 
FV.of-.1•,-+FR•S 

f S =F.~ •FK + F r,: • f f.• 

IF!Jl 14,14.11 
11 IFIF'o-l.J 13,1),12 
~ 2 ~ S= 1. 

! F ( "! 01 J-1 jt' -.• } 141 14 o 7 
~3 .. {~9) .. 11-;1)+1. 
14 .-l,l_ TUH 

[t,(' 
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THACE - FOllOWS A SPFCIFIED SET OF CURVf;S SJORIN" DATA AT UCH PJ. 

S.UPROUTI"lE TR.ACE.fOSl,JI 
(QMMQ'-1 W, A, I A,P, ~l ,NF, FR, WK ,G,H 0 U1 V 0 "lit {K 1 0 
OJ~E"lS IO"l Wll:J(' I,.\( 801,1A 1201 ,PI90I,FR13U ),'lfRI3~11Gl30 l.tHC 20,201 

l~l.l( 20 I oVIl5) ,.NJ 1301, JKI31' ,.QI 100001 
1o< I ~81 :Q., 

... , ~9J=J. 
!Kill= l 
00 32 N•lo"iF 
KO: IKI"i l 
;(s•~ • 

Y=-FR I Nl 
PJ:e. 
PI =-999~9999Q.9. 
OS=SQRTF 11.-Y 1•1 1.-l.II2.+2SO. •Y•YJ I •OSI 

1 WIKOJ :OS 
011<0+11~1). 

OIK0+21 •V 
o./0::0"+31•3. 
UIK0+41•J. 
0(1<0+5) zJ. 
1.::1 K0+61 '•"'J• 
JSa=cs-.aoan 
JJ 28 1•1,50::'1,2 
XIJ:X 
YO:Y 
PO:PJ 
p JQ;op( 

•;a TC' 3 
2 OS: .S•CS 

X=XO 
Y=V(J 
PJ:PQ 
PI =P 10 

3 '10 18 M•lo 2 
K::oK0•7•l 1+"1-ll 
JFIKtNl-31690) 4 1 4,33 

X=X+!;;;(K-71•05 
Y=Vt!;:(l<-1) •DS 
)(j: )( 

YJ"'Y 
t.SSIG"< b TO NIJ 
IF I X I 30, 30,5 

5 K:SCirHF(X•X+Y•YI 
<;=VI•<. 
C=X/<.;, 
CALL CURil.l,I{,S,t,F,FX,FY,FSI 
pf:fR I 1~ 1-F 
X"'X+CF/IFX-PI•FYI 
Y=Y+!JF/[FY-PJ•FX) 
:PC!: II X-XJ 1••2+1 Y-VJ 1••21/05••2 
GC TL; flB, lbt 61 

6 ASSIGNS TO "'B 
IFIOS-.00031 '),7,7 

1 IF I E>l;R- .. 2•05 ll 5,5,2 
o X=X-(RR•t2.•tX-XIJ-DS•QIK-2)1!1.5 

Y=V-[RR•I2.•! Y-Y I J-US•Oit(-1 J )/ l.S 
0 I =-FV/FX 
1-'J=--FX/FY 
1 f IF X I l ":', ~. 1 ::l 

~ Pl=9'}'so99'19~4CJ. 

l· IFIF'f) 12.11.12 
11 l-'j~Q'1qqqq9~49. 

!2 lfl~eSFtFYl-HSFIFxll 13,13,14 
13 U!Kttd=l./SOK.Tftl.+PI•PI I 

•.Jill +5 );P I•QIK t6) 
r.c: Tr. 17 

l<t U!K+SJ.::l.ISO~TFil.+I-'J•PJl 

IFIF'Y'I 1'>.10.16 
l <, ~,ol <t51 '"-~1 '<+">I 
lb )(r.+6):PJ•IJIP<.+5l 
17 '•I<J=()S 

I.'{K+ l )"';( 

LJ(K+,2) :If 
wl"+4) =-SUP.F 11./FS-lol 

I"' CO:tT I ~UE 
_,I K--.) =QIK-111 +DS•!S.•IJIK-10 1+8. •'-- IK-31-w(K-t-411/ 12. 
1; lo< + 11 =UIK-11 l +OS• I QIK-10 1+4. •C IK-'n +UIK-t-411/3 .. 
!FllO.•OSt-0\•1..11(+31•01K+4ll 2,zq,zq 

IF l J I 22,19, 2C· 
14 IFIDSAI 70,28,22 
2~· idlTE CUTPUT TAP!: b,2l,~.J,OS,EkR,F,FS,X,Y,I,;It<.t3) 

2l FD~~I'.T/3H 1~-=l2,3H I~l2,4H I)S-=FB.7,5H ERR=Fl2.9 0 3H F"'F8 .. 7,.4H FS•F9.-
17.3H X=Fll.3 1 3t-< YiJFll.8,3H l=Fll.Sl 

22 IFIO~AI 23,23,24 
.23 DSI\=oJIKUJ-.O(IC()l 
t.4 !FIE>H<.-,..<1->•0'\II 25.28,28 
2'"> rrtcs+.o,~Jnt-IJtKLJl 1 2b,21l,2B 
26 IFI4.•CSI-OS•l~IK+3J•(.IK+411 29,28,27 
2.1 l'S=2 .•OS 
.cH C\l H I•~UE 

c..n, TO 33 
3C dl"'ll=I+ ... -1 

IK I ~t 1 J.aK 
IF I ~-21 32,31,31 

31 f!=OIK-7)+XI 
U I K-4J.:UIK-ll )+ ID-x I J •lUI K-101 •I Xl+2. •Dl/D+UIK-31•12. •Xl+Ol/Xll/6. 

32 Cfl"'T i"lUE 
RPUR"4 

33 "'I IN l :cJ+~-1 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE c,:?-4,Nl,(NI{K),K=l,Nl 

34 FQ.{'-~AH7HOIF ttl>'I6.Z4t-t, TRACE EXCEEDED HE:,..CRY. /25HOINTiR,AlS PER 
lCUI<'If: \IIERE 125!411 
(All EXIT 

'"0 

PLOT - COJIIIPUTES AN ARRAY OF GRADIENTS &.NO PLCTS U·E SURFACE 

SUI\ROUTl"iE PLOT 
COMMON \11 1 A, I A, P,.NL.~t- 1 FR, wR ,G ,H, U, V,"'ll 1 IK ,c;,. 
fllfltENSIO~ loll lOl!l ,A IBC lolA 1201 ,P( 90 I,FRI3vl ,I!Rt3CI •Gl 301 ,!H(20,201 

},UJ 20 I. Yll5) oNl Or I, I K( 311 ~OilOOCO) ,Yt60 l,lt80l, !JOI 201,Gl I 11,201 
00 1 N=l,20 

1 UGINJ=.l•FLUATFt21-ld 
no 2 1 .. 1,11 
Q:.l57C7q1:3•FlOATF 111-11 
S:S l!-oFIO J 
C'=COSFIQJ 
DD 2 N•1 ,2oJ 
~=UGIN) 

CA.Ll CURIN,·J,R,S,C,F,FX,FY,FSI 
2 Glt I,NJ ... SQRTFtFSt 

wRITE OUTPUT TAPE f:>,3,l&.lllrl"'b1,61t),IAIIJ,l=1,.22lolAIJI,J ... 31,1tSI 
3 FORMATI31tHl.:;Q<\DIENTS OF THE CURRENT FUNCHON/llH ASYMPTUTE•Itfll.S/ 

lllH S•J. ~OUT :11Fll.5/F22.">.10Fll.5/llH t::W.PONENT •11Fll.51FZZ.5.1 
2 3f 11 .5/J 

~o>J.l.ITE OUTPUT TAPt 6,4 ,ttGlii,~·O,I=l.lll.o;~,.1.201 

4 FU,("'~ T 11H011F9. 4) 
S P o\C t"' 60606,; ~Ob06t"' 
~r.; T "'r.oooe 'J6 "~60t: c 
r; ASH= 4C O'J6·1 t>'.l6fo~•) 
Vi.~. T =: 3lb:J6J'.JLJ:'>( o.J 

K=2•'11F+l 
'JI.I 5 N::l,iF 
-<=FR IN 1••2 
'U=K-Ntl 
l l~l"'All1 l-oll 72 J•l t:t•ll.+l :~-1.l•IA1731+P•AI741 J 1-A,TSJ•t S(!~TF t 1.:-i:tl 

I -(.+;:!:• I .5•.12'.:o•R•Il. t>t.•l .o:i+2. 5•!-l. l l )I I 
t·~oEx%1KIN+l 1-4 
l I >OJ l.,.llNI +GI l~lH:'t l+.'l•oill'\o0~X-2l•IJ {I NO£H II 
Vtt,n~FRtNI 

J v (",j )£2.-fo{t•o) 

y l"lf+ll'* 1. 
l(Nf+ ll.,&_l7ll-t. l 721 
.. ~JTF OUTPUT TAPi: 6 0 6 ,(AI!l,l'=61,b4J,IAIIl,l~71,75J,IAllJ,I"'lo221 

1, I '1.! II, I =-31, 451 
6 rnK/14ATl4CH1G.{APH OF ,.EKIDIAN AND EQUATD~IAL PLANES/llH ASl',..PTOTE• 
14Fll.5.llH P'!UFIL!: ;5fll.5/llH SI.J~ ROOT =llF11 .. 5/F22.5.l')Fll.S/ 
211H EXPO'!E"H =:llfllo5/F22.5.3Fll.51} 

)(:2. 
1'.'(=-.C813333n 
L"'=23 

7 SU I~ Lz lol"' 
x:Jt+OlC 
JIJ 8 Noo:l,K 
IFIYI"4)-X) 8.12 1 '1 

':l Cfl'IT l"lUE 
IFIVIIIJ l8.Z3.ld 

-1 l F I "-1-21 l2o12,1J 
1:' P'IN-K) 11.13.13 
11 IFIYINI-X-A+Yif-o-1)) 12,12.13 
12 J():Y(!Hl I 

l3"li'Hl) 
(,l) TL: 14 

I 3 X 3" V 1·~-2 I 
l3=lf~-.j-2) 

14 X2=YI~ I 
l2-"ll·n 
X l=V I'l-l} 
ll =lZ- I X2-)( l•ll Xl-X) • f l2-l3 I I I X2-X3l-l X3-XI•IliN-ll-l2l/t Xl-X2l II 

II X 1-X 3 J 
l !=X P•TF I 2'l• •12.-Zl l+. 51 
!FiLII l':l,la,I':> 

b !FIH2-ll} P,lA.l6 
lf oo'-IT[ CUlPUT TAI't b,lT,ISI'A:E,I=-l,lll,DOT 
17 FG4.t-IAT ( 132t.l) 

·~p rc 19 
1'3 ,.!.liTE IJUTPUT TAP[: h,l7 1 SI'ACE 
H cc·.TuwE 

[f-!Yilll 2J,23t2~• 

2.- •• I<!TE OIJTPUT TAP.: 6.t7,SPACE,{OASI-'.I:l,3'iltYf~T,([:A<;H,I•l,91) 

lll J :A I 71 I 
Ylll =0. 
P'=NIIll 
0l' 21 1<•2,1<"4 
ZIK I =1:.17•K-3)+A 1711 
v t~~; I =QI7•1"-51 
IF I Y I 1<-1 J-VI "-II 21, 2. • 22 

21 ccY;T n.ue 
22 ,(=··. 

"X=.L8BB3)3 
L"'.::28 
u') TO 7 

23 fKt.C=WI-Ji:ii/1~".(98J+ .. {Y'11} 

~-tRITE OUTPUT TAPE o;; 1 24 1 F..tAC,IKII~F+ll 
<;4 FQ;<.~t.T(4~H FRACTIS', CF ';RAiJI!:NTS G~EATER THA·'l ONE" F7.5,:16H OIMENS 

110"11 OF U= lbl 
~ETURN 

E ·~c 
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SA"'PLIN& PROGRAM FOR CURRENT FUNCTION 

CO~MC'-.1 "'•" 
rJIMf'-lSIO~ 1111100 I.At801, HGI Z'JI, SH 11) ,CH 111, U.Zl 42 I ,Fltll,2JJ f 

1 r_,ttll.20J,G2111.2r'IJ 
KEtr.D INPUT TAPE 5.1.1 IA211lt }:.-1 1 411 

1 FOKM.\T 13'JI2 J 
LU 3 I =1 ,83 
1HAO It-oPUT TAPE 5o,2,IJ 1Al 

2 F0KI'IAT 112,F8 .5) 
IF! I J} 3,4,3 

3 ."!.IIJ l =AI 
4 no 5 fzl.ll 

t,.: .l5707'18•FL OATF f 11-11 
'>Tili=SI'1FIQI 

') Crt I I=COSFIOI 
[ll 6 ·~,. l, 21 

o ur,(~J=.l•FLIJATfl2l-1'4l 

1(:") 

1<!:(', 

1 Chll i>SEl 
l'·l' fj 1"'1 1 11 
S=Slli I 
f."'C T I I I 
Ul 8 N=l ,2.J 
"~uGI tH 
CAll (URtN,CJ,R,S,C,F.FX,FY,FS} 
Fltl,,...l..,F 

!:1 :;ztio"0"'100.•ISIJ>{TF(FSl-Gltl ,~}} 
I Fli~; l 9, 'j.l2 

'-l \oORITE OUTPUT TAPE b,1~,(.'1.11l,l=bl,b4l,CAIIItl:z1,221,tAitl,lsJl,45) 

1 ,IIFU t,,.l,t'"'l•l11,r;=1ol::l 
10 F·J~M";l{21HlCUR~E·~r FUKTIC~ FOR/llH ASYMPTUTE=4Fllo5/llH SQ. ROOT 

1" llf 11. 'HF22. 5,l~F 11. '5/llH E XPO~E"'4T =llf ll.5/F22 .. 5o, 3F11 .. 51 
;:tlHC'llF9.4) I 

rm 11 1=1,11 
~u 11 N"' 1, 20 
GZII ,N Js .'Jl•G21 t ,NJ 

11 L> 11 I , .'j I,. G 2 I J, r~ I 
12 ;.~IT!: OUTPUT TAPE 6 1 13,Kl,(AIIl.I=bl.b41.tA.tll.I"'l 1 22J,lAIIltl•31, 

1 45l.CIG21I,Nl.l=1 1 lll 1 N=l,ZOJ 
13 fQ~~AH5JHlG«.A.CIENTS OR VA.RI4TJON THEPELJI- \IIIlTH RESPECT TO lll2,1t-<) 

1/llH ASYMPTnTC:4f11.5/llH ')Q. ROOT s:)lfll.5/F22.5~10Fll.5/ll+i EJIIPO 
L'JE\IT "llF' 11. 5/f l2.S, 3F 11.5/ I lHOllF9. 411 

1\{1( li=AI o<l )-. )1 

K"i<-+1 
I<. I= I A21Kl 
o\11( li=A.(K [)-+ .()l 
IF I K I l 7.l'o, 7 

14 CAll £.(IT 
F:r"IID 

OAT A CARDS FOQ: SA,.PLE PRQGRA~ 

PARAI"Elt:~S IT~U COlU,.'-lS EACH) FOR WHICH THE DERIVATIVES OF 
THE GA.A~IE'.TS AR.15 TO BE CAlCUlATED. 
O~E (AQ;[' FfiQ: EACH NOIII-Z~~O PARAMETER. COLI)M"S l-2 CONTAIN 115 
.\jiJMb[H.. AND 3-l,l CO~HA.I"J ITS 'o'AlUE. IFORI'IAT 00.000001. 
~l.'•'•l( ChRD. 

PSFT - C:tJMPUTES MODIFIED PAQ.AMETER SET TO SAVE Tl•ftE I~ C.UR 

":.UBRUUT I I'IIE PSE l 
'~f1 .. 1"GN W,A 1 1~,~ 
ri"'E"'lSlO'II \oOil0C.J,AI80J.lAI2:0),P11201 
Aloe 1./At 11••2 
I' I 41=-A I 21••2/16. 
PI;· l ,.._A I 2 1- !-'I 41 
PI 121 :A I 21 
P( ?21=.Vl'Jll 700•111 31•tA I 31-+22. 72q552)-A 121• t 1b.+A "') )/64.+.3067029 
~->12':JI:.'j.)55iH922•.1\Ill••2 

t>f2"J:.U623'39133 -.0">1l092•AI31-I't251 
VI 24 I =A I 21 .. 2/64.-.rlC'll 7~B•AI 3 I •I AI 3 }+3.663b9C91 
Pl.1li:-.42::.·5H 
PI 32 I=PI 221-+.2'5•111.1 21-AI 311 
PtBI=PI23l 
PI 34 l =P 124) 
i> I 3'5 I ,p 125 I 
PI 41 I =Al•t A 1-+o. 1/'32.-+. 3fH 560riB 
P{511 "A 1•111 + lo l/l6.+,.23Rl6202 
PI '~li:-.1675•Al+.~~ .. 438'H7 
P17ll".2:1345•)92 -PI:ill 
PI f' 11 =-A l•A 1 !32 .-.": 1274~604 
PI 52 I =A (4 l 
PI'"-., I =At'll 
Pl62:l=A( 71 
f-'163) :A 18) 
Pl54l=AI101 
Plt,4J=Ailll 
~->I 72 I "'A I 121 
P( 73 )"'A( )3) 

P(74)=AI14) 
p 1551 "At 1~) 
Plb51=All71 
P( 75l:cA( 181 
PI"' 2 I =AI19l 
Pld3l=At2:01 
PI84I=At21l 
Pl-35 I=A(221 
>'1431 "A lSI 
PI 44) :A 191 
I' 145 j,;,Al1S I 
P 1421 =-P 141 I -+PI 4 3 l-P 1441-+P t 451-+2. •I P 123 1-~122: 1-P 1241 +PI2511 

1 -+.2S•IAI31-AI2:11+.420597 
RETUkr">i 
F1W 

MOME~T - COMPUTES All MOMENTS UP TO A GIVEN ORDER 

'>UBROUT l 'liE MO~ENT ll"'l 
COMI'II'JN W, A • J A .P •''R, Nr, FR, 'oik, G, HtU• V, Nl, I K ,C 
CIMENSION loO{ 11)Q),Ail::iO),Ill t20),P(qQI 1 flq)Q).lojRIJOl 4Gl3(') ,IHI20.Z0l 

l,Ut20 I, VIIS) ,•H (30) 1 IK 13li.Uil ')00VJ, T 130),Xllvl tY HOI t!SllOt 101 
2 ,::HI30.31 

DO 1 ,..,.1, 31) 
1 Gl ,..J.,U. 

DO 18 .'1•l,NF 
R=Fil: I Nl ••2 
ll= AI 11 )-AI72 1•11<.•11.-+1 R-1. I •I At 73J-+R•A174 lIl-A l751•15QRTFtl .. -R I 

1 -l.-+ll:•(.5-+.125•~•11.-+R•t.S-+2.5•RIIIIl 
co 2 ,..., 1' 30 

2 T ll'l I =0. 
tM="n tl-.1+1 
[.0 13 I ,.1, !M, 2 
co q Js .. z. 3 
K=IKINJ-t7•1 l+JS-41 
IFCI-+IS-31 4 1 9,4 

4 r S=O IK l 
'(Ill =Cfl(+ 1 I 
Yt 1) :I,;(K-+21 
z,zl-+\.JIK-+31 

r,u 5 ,..,.2:,LM 
XI~ I =XI M-II•X 11 1-YI M-li•Y Ill 

3 YII"I=YII'I-li•XIl)+Xt~-li•Yt11 

1-' 11' lJc:l. 
>'12, z J=. 5 
'3{ 2, 1 1=. '5•l 
IJ() 7 l •3,lf"i 
FA::.1. 
ilrJ 6 ll •'?,L, 2 

b FhC=fi\C•FLIJATFIL-Il-+21 
tHlol 1=1./FAC 
b{L,L-ll=Z/FAC 
r'1 1 Mt,.3,l 
..,=L-~1+1 

7 t'· ll, "') =t FLOA TF I 2•f"'-+21•Z•e ll, ,.+1 )-Q.•BI l ,M+O: J I /FlOA lf IL•L-JIII;•""'-+L-1"11 
l'l=O 
ru 11 L= 1,L"' 
cr e ,.= 1 ,L, 2 
l'~= I~+ 1 

:1 I'll (I~. IS 1=0 I K-+4 I •8( L,,.) • II: I M 1-e I L ,..-+11•1\.Jt K-+Sl•XI M'tl)-+OIIC.-+61•Y0Hl) 
ll•FLOATF ll-1'1/L 1/Fln.tr.TF ll+"'+ll 

IFI 1-ll'll '11,15,15 
~ CmH INUE 

IF I I-ll 12,12 ,lG 
1.:0 Of! ll f'""'l,P~ 

11 Tl '"l=TIMI-+OS• ([)fl.,., ll-+4.•DTI,.,21-+DT(M, 31 )/3. 
1? ')J 13 "'"1 ,('.j 
13 r.f I ~;,ll =OT I M, 3) 

•11=X 11 I ••2/1 LJS•lXtll +. ">•O'i I J 
'JO 14 "4'"1.1'11 

14 Tt~I=T!HI-+XIll•tOll"'•1l•!3.-+(Jli-C1•DTI,.,.,zllf3. 

GO TU 17 
15 Ql=XIll••2/lrS•lXIli-+.5•0SJI 

I'U 16 ~·1,Pol 
ll; T t~l" TfMI+I X:ll I -+LJ')J •IDT(M,21 •12.+Ql)-t0TIM,ll•ll.-Clll/3. 
11 :; I 30 l =Gt 301-+I.H. 1'11• TIll 

C'J 18 M=2tf'; 
lrl ~llol-l)=:;t~-11-+~o.i<tiiii•TI~I 

~~ TUf~ \l 
E·.~ 

')TART - <;ETS UP CU~I/~S TO ~E TRACED AND I'IEI~HTS FCR INT~GRAfiONS 

<:LJKP.OVT I'<[ 'iT A~ T 
((lM"'0'1 fl ,A, I a,p,·.,l,NF ,FK, .,K 
f':I,..Er-.510:./ ,.( 1:'01 ,At8:-'l,IA 12C J,PI9i,..l ,F>!:I 3'.: ),wRil0l1Tl31 I 
",. ~ F-+ 1 
fA[" 1./FLCATF { "'•~+"') 

"IJ l(o J=l,~"' 

J! =·<f+1-J 
IF I J-2 I 1, 7, ~ 

1 t;=l.-7.4/Fl<JATf-L~F•INF-+611 
;:,n H1 ~ 

2 (" 1. 3•X-2. 3 
GO rn 6 

3 1r t J-41 4, '5, 5 
4 X=C.S•X-l.'l•,..tJ-21 

.. n TC o 
x:Z.i:•X-1.2•,.1J-21 

6 :;no K=1,10 
l=!.IIX•X-1. J 
T{ll=X 
ft 21"" 1. 5•X•A- .5 
!~'1 1 \1:3' ~ 

7 T I"..)"' IFlCATF I 2•N-11•X.T IN-1 l -FLOATF IN-li•TI "1-2) 1/filOA.TF ('WI 
(!=Til" I 
U:FLrATFIMI 
O=U•Z• I X•Q-T I ~-111 
OO=U•l•l•ll U-1. 1•1 X•X•O-+T I 1"-21 )-C.-+ I 3.-2. •Ul •X•T (1'1-111 
X:X-0/DD 
tFtABSFIOIDD) -~J000Cll ~,9,a 

8 ((''H lNUE 
'1 FQ.IJJ=.2'i•ll.-XI••2 

too I J) =X 
FRIJII.,o25•11.-tXI••2 
.,RI J l=FAC•I 1.-)( 1/0••2 

10 .,.RIJIJ..,FAC•t1.+JI.l/0••2 
R(TUR"4 
t:~D 
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fl£LO CALCULATIO~S A"-10/0R PLOT TRACE 

.~ l'"'"'UI\I W, A1 l A,P ,NL ofllf, FR. 1 \ot( t G,.H,U, II, N I, lll.oQ 
Cl~E"'S ION Wt L:C.• I, A( 8"' J, 1Al201,Piq01 ,FR.I3•·1 ,wRt 3J I iGllOl,HI20,201 

l,UI 2G),I/I 151,t-4I I J('IJ olkl3ll ,QilOOOVJ ,T ll'>lolltli,Yll) 411541,8Yllt0) 
2 , ~ll loG I, TY( '>-:•J, T Z l'oC l 1 DY£40,31 1 0ZI40 1 :; I 

kfAD ft•PUT TAPE 5,J,,,F,OS 1'H,DST 
! fi~~.O!ATll3 1 F5.3.J3,F5.J} 

l)t) "3 l "'lt 80 
'<Eflf1 l:.tiiUT TAPE '; 1 2o!J,Al 

2 H'f.I.I"'ATI 12,F&.Sl 
IF I IJ I J,lt, 3 

1 ·•II J l cAl 
.._ CALl PSt T 

<oPITE OiJT ... !JT TAI>E b,5,1A.iiJ,J::o61,b4),tA.I11,1=7l,75),lAtlJ,I•1t221 
1 , I AI I),I::31,1t5) 

5 f!l~~AflllHlASYMPTOTE=4Fll.5ollH PROFilE"'Sfll.S/llH ~Q. RCOf • 
ll1F11.5/F22.5,10Fll.S/llH EXPQ.'-;ENT =11Fll.5tf22.51113Fll.51 

[f(,''>fl ~6,36,6 

6 CALL SlA't T 
CALL fo{ACEIDS,-11 
(All MCMENTC 3J 
:<,[(1,0 I'IIPUT J(!.PE 5,7,IT,CTIII,I-=1olltl 

7 FQ~o.-AT 111, 14FS.21 
IF!Il-11 )0,8,36 

d J: ~ 
, i"lt) 1J 1•1,14 

j:J+l 

1•:; )((JJ=Till 
[F(J-42) ll,ll,3t 

11 '(I J+ 11 =0. 
QEAO lr>.~PUT TA._,[ 5,7o!T,tHti,I=1tl41 
1Ft IT-11 12,12,9 

12 "'l"'-~ 
1.:., ""l= .. l+l 

!Filll".l+lll 14.15.1'> 

>oYI M J =G. 
1 -~ t'.Z I~ l =.: .. 

L·u 3 l: 1\1"' t , '~ F 
Q ~r "'- 1 "1••2 
ll: A 1711-(!.1721• I~· I 1.+ IR-1 .. l• IAI13l+R•A(74) I 1-A L 751•1 SORIF I 1 .. -R l 

1 -l.+R•t .. 5+ .. 125•4.•t1.+~•C.'5+2,.5•RIIIll 
Dl' 17 "'•1o~"l 

TY!flll=J .. 
11 T[(I'I)=•J. 

!~'~=~I {1\!J +1 
~~' 25 1 .. 1, I"', 2 
l'i.J 21 IS=2, 3 
K.=IKI"'I+7•t I+IS-41 
!Fil+JS-31 i<l.Zl,lq 

H rc:,,.IJ(IC} 
<1='-IK-q} 
[1:-.J( k+ 31+11 
T l =QIK+4 l •I X 1-X I 
f 2= I Xl-X 1••2+ IQl"-+2 1-Y 1••2 
T 3"' I Xl+ll: l ••2+ 1"'1 1(.+2 )+Vl••2 
11.=2. •'II.•IJ(I(+4) 
,_,2=f..l K+j l• I,;( K+2 J -YI-Xl•Q(k+6) 
I ~=U2+2,.•Y•ioll1'>.+51 
U'J 20 ~ .. ! ,~l 
U=l I MI-ll 
ttl= ll+lZ•UI K+5l 
r 1" I SC·q_ TF IT 2+Z2•Z2ll••3 
1"'2= I ')IJ~TF I T3+Z2•l21 I .. 3 
flY 11"1, l ~ l =<Ul/Dl+ tul+T41/02 

?J lJlt~,ISI.,UZ/lll-T'>/02 

IF I l-IM I 21,2 7, 27 
21 ('J'Hl'•UE 

IF I I-ll 24, 24, ?2 
;_;__ .", 21 """ •• ~l 

TY I M l =TY ("'I +·':S• I OY I 1'4, 1 1+4,.•DYI ,..,21+0Y (,.., 3)1 !3. 
23 Tl t "''I=TZ t~"l+DS•U>ZIM,l J+4.•DZif01 1 2I+DliM 1 31 J /3. 
24 f '' 25 ,.., 1oM[ 

;JYI "' 0 11 z'!Y 1~.)) 
2'> '"~lIM ,1) :')[( M, 3) 

' 1 =X 1••211 ns•tx 1+. :>•r.s 11 
( ll 2':.. M: 1 0 MZ 
TYI ""I "'TY! I" I+ ~1•1 'JYI 1-\ 1 11•13.+Qll-r.:t•DYI1",2))/3. 

2t. T Z (N):T l (Ml• (}t(ill(M, 11•13,.+01 l-Ol•OZ (,..,21 )!3. 
.u r,. 29 

r· .. _j ZE. "'~•1, Ml 
T ~I "'I= fY I"' I+ I X1 +US I • I (JY I 1" 1 21•12. +Q11 +DY I Moll•l1 .. -~l I 1/3. 

.?n rtt '-'l =T Z1"4l+l JO;l+DSI•tDZI"~,.Zl •12.+1Jll+OZ 1,...11•11.-Ql) l/3. 
2-1 ):::. ,.,::1,""Z 

t1Y ( ~ l =:IY ( M)ir.Rt N l•T'f I M) 
F• ·•ll,..l=~li~)+-.,.:I..INI•Tll~l 

r.o:;:rr~ 1UTP"Uf TAPE 6,31,X,Y 
31 HP.'~~~ATfH>MJ,..<\GNETIC FIELDS A'I'J TAi'lGE.~TS f-uK ll:f5.2,4H Y::F5.2l 

,~~~ J4 "''" 1, ~z 
)Y=2 .•C.l 10 l • t x•X-2.•Y•Y+Z IMI•liMll/ I S~~TF I X•ll+'t•Y-tZO'II ·~ 1~11 J••S 
ll ::-&.•GI 1: l•Y•l P"l /( SrJ>tlf I Y•Y+Z I llll•ZIM) IJ••S 
IIP=Z.•OY•SORTfll ... IUZ/OYl••21 
•:r=-cztur 
IF!Xl 1,Z,B.32 

)7 1"\liM)::,). 
3J Sh=2.•BY I loi J •SQRTF 11 .. + I t1Z (,..1/t:H 11'111••21 

q=-I"IZI ... l/~Y!Ml 
T t!=~. •I•JY+dY 1.,1 I•S'Jri TF I 1.+11 OZ+bZIM) I /IOY•eYIMJ I I ••21 
T l =- ILJl+tH I Ml l I (GY+bY (1111) l 

34 ,.,~JJF OUTPUT JAPE c:,3S,OB,UT,SB,ST,TB,TT,l1111l 
35 FQ-tMATISH DIPQLf:2F't,.4dH SUR.FACE2F9.lt,8H TOTAL2F9.4,3H l•F5.21 

IF I 1 T-11 36, "1, 3b 
J6 IF I \IT l J;t, 3'1, 37 
37 QF = 1./FLCATFINT l 

ro 3d N~l,"JT 

3J:l FR(I,J=1.00l-1"1F•FLUATFINI 
Nf=NT 
CALL TR.6.CEtDST,Cl 

39 CALl EX tr 
ENO 

OAT(!, CAW.DS FOR. F!ELO PR.OGR.AM 

.'W. OF 
CAf.I.DS COlUI'I"'S 

1 1-3 1\iC. C'F (Ut';VES TRACED FOR FIELD CALCULATIQN!I 1~301 
lt-8 BASIC I~TEil:VAl ON THESE CURVES ('iQ.llOI 
9-ll \IU,..Bf:.R OF PUll CURVES TO BE TRACED (i30I 
12-16 BASIC lNTE><VAL ON THESE CURVES IWO.JODJ 

l1"lE CA~O TOR. EACH "-0~-l!:~O PARAMETER. COlU"'IIIS 1-Z CONTlH~ JfS 
-.uM6E't A:W 3-10 COr.lAirj ITS VALUE. IFORI'IAT OL.VCOOOJ ... 
f'lANk CARD. 
ANY NU"'BER l\F Flfl[') Pf)JNT CAq,OS EACH CUNTAINJ.Ni. A Sl"'GLE DIGIT 
IN COLUMl 1 A/>40 14 NlH~BERS f8LLDWINC IT {fORI'IAT 00.001. IF 
THE DIGIT IS l, THE FIRST TIOO NUHBER.S ON THAT tA~O Wlkl BE 
TAKE!'. 4S I( AND Y ClJORUINli.TES ANO THE R.EJIIAINING l'llJIIIBER.S A5 A 
liST UF l COOROl"-!AfES .. EITHER X OR Y SHOULD 8[ lERO. IF THE 
DIGIT IS GREAl~R THAN 1, THE CARD Wlll BE TREAJBO AS A CONTIAI
UAT!f!N CARD, BUT N{] ~ORE THAN TWO SUCH CARDS 140 l YALU!:S 
ALTOGETHt:RJ MUST FOllOW ANY GIVEN I CARD •• A ZERO IN A l LIST 
.;Ill F:R""I"JATE TH( liST UNLESS IT OCCURS FIRST. 
ill ft.,\jl". CARD. 

ALTE~ - THEO.{EflCALLY lfi{OS MOMENTS BY THE SHORTEST ROUTE 

<;.Ut:!RCUT I NE 1\l T E ~ (-..,~,NP, Nlti.NS, '~F2, OS2l 
c Q~MCN .... I At I A. p. '~l' Nf • F R t .... ~I G' H. u. v 
""li"'E"')IO'I "t 1 ~.l l,l'lftH'I,IAI20l.Pf901 ,F~C 3iJJ ,,KC 301 ;:.Ol30},:11l20,_20) 

1,UI20 loiJ 1151, IJ2 I 15 J r113t2C. J, DAI20) ,Hll.211, 151 ,HJl1~ f15ltHK( 2tl,lS) 
.• Uo:NP-'111'1 
'IIOIP=NM+1 
IF C ~<F 2-i~F l l, 2, 1 

1 "'f:Nf2 
CALL STA~T 

2 DO 3 I= 1,~,.. 
llfl 3 J:l,NM 

3 Hltl,JJ:t-<II,JI 
C4Ll ,.(!.Tir>tii!Hl,'.I~,VJ,l,!:IETI 

nu 4 """' 1, :~,.. 
U~ 4 J:l.NC 
J J=J+-~., 
HJ (I( t J) ,.-; • 

::.,u 4 I"' 1, ~"" 
4 HJO';,J)aHJ(K,J)+,-;i(K,ll•HIJ,Jll 

.ltJ b J::l,ND 
00 5 ·~: t ,NO 
HKI J,NJ "'~• 
"'fl 5 k'< 1,'4111 

5 ht<IJ,N),.t-<KIJ,~l+r-JIK,Jl•<1Jit<,r>ll/UIKI••2 
J ,,j .... ,.. 

6 MKIJ~j),.HK{J,Jl+i./UIJ1J••2 
f;t.. 2'..' t.AJ "'l, -..;, 
1:0 7 o<=1,"01'1 
041 1<- J =C .. 
rn 7 L:1, "~"" 

7 PAIKJ.=CAIKJ- ... JIK,LJ•VIll 

IJU "! J= l."D 
1131 J J =( .. 

nu d ~<.:1,·~"' 

0 1131J):IfJIJIH•JI~<:,JI•O(!.(Kl/UI><l••? 

(1\LL MA.Tl ... lf!HK,·c,V3,t,f1ETI 
"0 'l K=l,~"'' 
fll. 'J Jo:l,'D 

-1 [lA(K)::CA!Kl->-~JIJ<.,,JI•V31Jl 

flO 10 J a I, ·~n 
J 1 = j +r~l" 

11 f:A{ J I J =II 31 J I 
rn 11 J* 1, ·~p 
IJ=IAIJJ 

11 A I l J l ::(!, tiJ l+f1t.( J I 
':ALL PSET 
CALL TRACf:IDS2,-lJ 
CALL MCMFNJt:oSJ 
::1=::1 • 
!:2=0. 
::::3=0. 
:4:0. 
I,CJ lZ J•l ,'liM 
~I=El+AB\fii/IJIJ 

12 C2:E2+AtiSF IG( J I) 
N; 13 J""-JO:I>,15 
f_ 3=E 3+ABSF I VI J l I 

13 ~4=E4+ABSFI::.IJll 

,.QJTF UUTPUT TAPE "::.llt 1 El,(l,E3,E4,11Atll,Ulii,DlHltl"'1 1 JIIPl 
14 F'Jl.,.,,HI321'-'lS'J"" Clf MU~E"'TS R[FJkE A'IID AFE~ /llHC PRU4ARY=2FIO .. S/ 

lllH[JSEC0'40A~Y=2FlG.5 .. 35HUPAR(!.MEfERS, IIEil.HTS A"!O l"'ltREfiiENTS I 
2 11Hr, I 3, F6. 3, F 10. '5 J l 

1 n 15 (al.t ') 
15 VIII =Gill 

1C=99-~A1 

"'RITE UUTPUT lAP~ 7.16,JC,IVI!l.I=l,151 
!t. FOO\I"'ATII2ofl6 .. 5•6F'1.5/BF'1.51 

CALL PLOT 
,.«JTE OUTPUT TIIPE 6.17r1VIli,I=<1.15l 

11 rn~~AT113H A"iO ~O~ENTS:: /1HCF12.5,7F9.5,7F8.5J 
IF I :~S- t! ) 20, 1 9, 18 

18 'l..t=15+4'-I~S/8I+S•I"'S/10+~S/9J ' 
10PJTE OUTPUT TAPE 6,19,1Gfll,(><16,>~WI 

p Fllf.I.MAT( 16H011IGHE~ l'lO.,E-,.TS:4F~.5,10F8.51 

2'} CmHI~UE 
21 ~(TURN 

["'I) 
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